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Table 17a.1 -- Dornogovi Aimag Governor’s Office –Procurement Capacity Assessment Questionnaire 

General Agency Resource Assessment Risk Assessed as Low Ave. High 

1. Does the agency have the legal identity to enter into contracts? 

If the EA has the capacity to enter into contracts state low. If it does not its selection as the EA requires reconsideration in 

consultation with OGC and COSO 

 
 

 
+ 

2. Is there a procurement department? 

If yes low, if procurement will be undertaken by an existing PIU average, if no unit or PIU high 
 +  

3. What procurement does it undertake? 

All agency procurement low, just project related average, just administrative high  
+   

4. Are the staff is provided with written job descriptions? 

All low, only senior average, no high 
+   

5. Does the agency’s charter or similar document clearly describe and assign the procurement function, responsibility and 

accountability to the procurement unit? 

Yes low, yes but only partially average, no high 

+   

6. How many years experience does the head of the procurement unit have in a direct procurement role? 

Of procurement more than 10 years low, more than 5 years average, less than 5 years high 
 +  

7. What are the head of unit’s technical, vocational and academic qualifications? 

Specific graduate procurement qualification low, engineering/technical/managerial qualification average, no qualification or 

unrelated qualification high 

+   

8. On average how many years of direct procurement experience has: 

i. Senior Management 

More than 7 years low, more than 4 years average, less than 4 years high 
+   
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ii. Professional Staff 

More than 7 years low, more than 4 years average, less than 4 years 
+   

iii. Support Staff 

More than 3 years low, more than 1 year average, less than 1 year low 
+   

9. What are the technical, vocational and academic qualifications of staff in the procurement unit? 

i. Senior Management 

Specific graduate procurement qualification low, engineering/technical/managerial qualification average, no qualification or 

unrelated qualification high 

+   

ii. Professional Staff 

Applicable vocational or procurement qualification low, engineering/technical/managerial qualification average, no qualification or 

unrelated qualification high 

+   

iii. Support Staff 

Procurement/engineering/technical/managerial qualification low, high school graduate average, none high,  
+   

10. Are the staff in the unit assigned on a full time permanent basis, seconded or part time? 

I.e. full time unit staff not simply full time EA staff, All full time permanent low, more than 75% full time average, less than 75% high 
+   

11. At what level does the department report (to the head of agency, deputy etc.)? 

Head of the agency low, second most senior level of the agency average, below the second level of the agency high 
 +  

12. Do the staff that will be involved with the procurement have English language skills (bi-lingual/mother tongue, 

working/technical, conversational/basic or limited/none)? 

   

i. Head of Unit 

Excellent low, good average, fair or less high 

 
+  
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ii. Senior Management 

Excellent low, good average, fair or less high 

 
+  

iii. Professional Staff 

Excellent low, good average, fair or less high 

 
+  

iv. Support Staff 

Good low, fair average, poor high 

 
+  

13. What is the degree of IT literacy?  

Literacy defined as “Excellent” the use of IT applications and database use (not creation) able to use off the shelf applications to interrogate, 

analyze and report on data. “Good” understands and uses word processing and spread sheet applications effectively.”Fair” Basic word 

processing 

i. Senior Management 

Good low, fair average, poor high 
 + 

 

ii. Professional Staff 

Excellent low, good average, fair or less high 
 + 

 

iii. Support Staff 

Excellent low, good average, fair or less high 
 

   +  

14. Is the number and qualifications of the staff sufficient to undertake the additional procurement that will be required under the 

proposed project? 

Yes low, yes but consulting support or training required average, no high 

+   

15. Does the unit have adequate facilities in terms of  

i. Office accommodation 

Secure and reasonable environment with adequate space low, cramped but acceptable average, insufficient high 
+   
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ii. Sufficient PCs number, and software licensing capacity  

All staff provided with direct access to current model PCs with required licensed applications low, limited access to current model 

PCs with licensed software average, limited access to obsolete PCs and unlicensed software high. PCs 

+   

iii. Furniture 

Good low, adequate average, poor low 
+   

iv. Printing and reproduction 

Sufficient dedicated printing and reproduction equipment to produce bidding documents and reports low, limited or shared facilities 

average, insufficient facilities high.  

+   

v. Aircon/Heating 

Suitable for the local climatic conditions low, low power or availability average, none high 
+   

vi. Local and IDD phones 

Access for head of unit, senior and professional staff IDD and all local low, only head of unit and senior staff IDD, all local average, 

less than IDD senior staff and all IDD high 

+   

vii. Power and back up 

Sufficient for loading with voltage and surge/spike protection low, sufficient for loading but no voltage surge/spike protection 

average, insufficient or unsafe high 

  + 

viii. Physical office security 

Controlled access to all procurement offices and 24 hour security low, controlled access but no 24 hour security average, open 

access and not 24 hour security high 

+   

ix. Secure storage (for contracts and bidding documents) 

Fire, theft and tamper proof storage for bidding documents, securities and contracts low, theft and tamperproof storage average, 

less than high 

+   
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x. Access to transport 

Sufficient project vehicles or transport budget for transport in execution of official duties low, shared but limited resources or 

transport budget average, no access to transport high 

  + 

xi. Office consumables 

Unit stocked with adequate office consumables and able to replenish easily low, sufficient stock but reordering complicated or 

lengthy average, no high 

  + 

16. Is the unit authorized to make administrative purchases and payments (for office supplies, national travel etc)? 

Unit can purchase supplies and consumables when required, approve and finance project travel etc. low, unit can requisition same 

but requires external approval average, not in the unit’s control high 

+   

17. Is there a procurement training program? 

Unit has a comprehensive internal and external training program low, unit has either an internal or external training program 

average, no training program high 

 +  

Agency Procurement Processes, Goods and Works  

18. Has the agency undertaken foreign assisted procurement of goods or works recently (last 12 

months, or last 36 months)? 

No 

19. If the above is yes, what were the major challenges?  

20. Is there a procurement process manual for goods and works? Yes, there is.  

21. If there is a manual is it up to date and does it cover foreign assisted procurement? Yes 

22. Who identifies procurement requirements? Client  

23. Who drafts the specifications? Evaluation Committee  

24. Who approves the specification? The Clients approves the specification. 

25. Are there standard bidding documents in use and have they been approved for use on ADB 

funded projects? 

Yes 
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26. Who drafts the bidding documents? Secretary of Evaluation Committee drafts the bidding 

documents. 

27. Who manages the sale of the document? The Secretary manage the sale of the document. 

28. How is the price of the bidding document determined? Following the rules approved by the Decree № 212 of 

the Minister of Finance dated September 30.2014. 

29. Who may purchase the document? All interested parties, bidders may purchase the 

document. 

30. Are all queries from bidders replied to in writing? All queries from bidders are replied to in writing.  

31. Is there a minimum period for preparation of bids and if yes how long? No 

32. Does the bidding document state the date and time of opening and how close is it to the 

deadline for submission? 

Yes. It is  minimum 5 working days.  

33. Is the opening public? Yes, it is.  

34. Can late bids be accepted? No  

35. Can bids be rejected at bid opening? No.  

36. Are minutes taken? Yes, they are. 

37. Who may have a copy of the minutes? Secretary of Evaluation Committee has a copy of the 

minutes.  

38. Are the minutes free of charge? Yes, they are.  

39. Who undertakes the evaluation (individual(s), permanent committee, ad-hoc committee)? Evaluation committee.   

40. What are the qualifications of the evaluators in respect to procurement and the goods and 

works under evaluation? 

The evaluators have post graduate education. 

41. Is the decision of the evaluators final or is the evaluation subject to additional approvals? Yes. It’s final. 

42. Are performance securities required for all types of procurement? Yes 
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43. Is the contract used that contained in the bidding document? Yes, it is in the bidding document.  

44. Using at least three real examples how long between evaluation completion and contact 

effectiveness? 

7-30 days, depending on the work volume and 

budget. Contract is effective as it’s approved by 

signing by parties. 

45. When an advance payment is made is a security required? Yes, it is required. 

46. When there is an advance payment what is the period between receipt of advance payment 

security and payment?  

It different for each contract. 

47. Are there a contracts management/expediting unit? Yes. 

48. Does the procurement department have the capacity to provide onsite management of works 

contracts 

Yes.  

49. Are there processes in place for the collection and clearance of cargo through ports of entry? Yes. 

50. Are there established goods receiving procedures? No, there aren’t.  

51. Are all goods received recorded as assets or inventory in a register or similar? Yes. 

52. Is the agency/procurement department familiar with letters of credit? No, we aren’t.  

53. Does the procurement department register and track warranty and latent defects liability 

periods? 

No. 

54. How long after financial evaluation is the selected firm to negotiate? 5 days after authorization. 

55. Does the RFP outline the basis of negotiations? Yes, it does. 

56. What is the usual basis for negotiation? It agrees general condition of contract.  

57. Are minutes of negotiation taken and signed? Yes, they are. 

58. How long after negotiations until the contract is signed? Just after successful agreement of negotiating 

parties. 

59. Are advance payments made? No. 
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60. Is an agency counterpart appointed to manage the day to day administration of the contract? Yes.. 

61. Is there a process to review outputs? Yes, there is.  

62. Are there mandated time periods for the review of consulting outputs and reports? Yes, there are. 

Agency Procurement Processes, Consulting Services  Response 

63. Has the agency undertaken foreign assisted procurement of consulting services recently (last 

12 months, or last 36 months)? 

No. 

64. If the above is yes what were the major challenges? - 

65. Is there a procurement process manual for consulting services procurement? Yes, there is.  

66. Is the manual up to date and does it cover foreign assisted projects? Yes, it covers foreign assisted projects. 

67. Who identifies the need for consulting services requirements? -The Client 

68. Who drafts the ToR? The Evaluation Committee drafts the ToR. 

69. Does the ToR follow a standard format such as background, tasks, inputs, objectives and 

outputs? 

Yes, it does.  

70. Is there a system in place that estimates time required for completion? Yes, there is.  

71. Is there a system in place to estimate the cost of consulting assignments? No. 

72. Is there a standard request for proposals in use and has it been approved for use on ADB 

projects? 

Yes, there is.  

73. Who prepares the request for proposals? The Secretary.  

74. At what amount must expressions of interest be advertised?  Inventory 50.0 million MNT, Works  80.0 million 

MNT, services 50.0 million MNT. 

75. Historically what is the most common selection criteria? Technical and financial capacity 

76. What criteria are used to evaluate expression of interests? Technical and financial capacity 
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77. Do firms have to pay for the proposal document? Yes, they have to pay for it.  

78. Do the evaluative criteria follow a pre-determined structure and is it detailed in the RFP? Yes. 

79. Are firms invited to undertake pre-proposal visits? Yes.  

80. Are public pre-proposal meetings held? No. 

81. Are minutes prepared and circulated after pre-proposal meetings? No. 

82. To who are minutes distributed? There are no minutes. 

83. Are all queries from consultants answered to in writing? Yes, they are. 

84. Is there a clear deadline for submission stated in the RFP? Yes, there is.  

85. Are late proposals accepted? No, they aren’t. 

86. Are the financial and technical proposals in separate envelopes? Yes, they are.  

87. Are proposal securities required? Yes, they are. 

88. Are technical proposals opened in public? Yes, they are.  

89. Do the financial proposals remain sealed until technical evaluation is completed? Yes, they do. 

90. Are minutes of technical opening distributed? Yes, they are.  

91. Who undertakes the evaluation (individual(s), permanent committee, ad-hoc committee)? The evaluation committee does it. 

92. Does the evaluation employ merit points? Yes, it does.  

Records Keeping Risk Assessed as Low Ave. High 

93. Is there a referencing system for procurement files? 

Yes logical alpha numeric numbering system held in a central database (simple word or excel table acceptable) low, yes 

manual system average, no system high 

 +  

94. Are original contracts secured in a fire and theft proof location?  +  
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Yes in fire and theft proof storage low, under lock and key such as metal filing cabinet average, no in simple files in book 

cases or similar high 

95. Are copies of bids or proposals retained with the evaluation? 

A copy of each bids/proposal retained with evaluation, no or only the winners high 
  + 

96. Are copies of the original advertisements retained with the pre-contract papers? 

Yes low, no high 
+   

97. Is there a single contract file with a copy of the contract and all subsequent contractual correspondence? 

Yes low, no high 
+   

98. Are copies of invoices included with contract papers? 

Yes low, in a separate file and location but cross referenced to the contract average, no high 
 +  

99. For what period are records kept? 

Seven years or more low, five to seven years average, less than 5 years high 
+   
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Table 17a.2 -- Umnugovi Aimag Governor’s Office -- Procurement Capacity Assessment Questionnaire 

General Agency Resource Assessment Risk Assessed as Low Ave. High 

1. Does the agency have the legal identity to enter into contracts? 

If the EA has the capacity to enter into contracts state low. If it does not its selection as the EA requires reconsideration in 

consultation with OGC and COSO 

+ 
 

 
 

2. Is there a procurement department? 

If yes low, if procurement will be undertaken by an existing PIU average, if no unit or PIU high 
+   

3. What procurement does it undertake? 

All agency procurement low, just project related average, just administrative high  
  + 

4. Are the staff is provided with written job descriptions? 

All low, only senior average, no high 
  + 

5. Does the agency’s charter or similar document clearly describe and assign the procurement function, responsibility and 

accountability to the procurement unit? 

Yes low, yes but only partially average, no high 

+   

6. How many years experience does the head of the procurement unit have in a direct procurement role? 

Of procurement more than 10 years low, more than 5 years average, less than 5 years high 
 +  

7. What are the head of unit’s technical, vocational and academic qualifications? 

Specific graduate procurement qualification low, engineering/technical/managerial qualification average, no qualification or 

unrelated qualification high 

 +  

8. On average how many years of direct procurement experience has: 

a. Senior Management 

More than 7 years low, more than 4 years average, less than 4 years high 
+   
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b. Professional Staff 

More than 7 years low, more than 4 years average, less than 4 years 
+   

c. Support Staff 

More than 3 years low, more than 1 year average, less than 1 year low 
+   

9. What are the technical, vocational and academic qualifications of staff in the procurement unit? 

a. Senior Management 

Specific graduate procurement qualification low, engineering/technical/managerial qualification average, no qualification or 

unrelated qualification high 

+   

b. Professional Staff 

Applicable vocational or procurement qualification low, engineering/technical/managerial qualification average, no qualification or 

unrelated qualification high 

+   

c. Support Staff 

Procurement/engineering/technical/managerial qualification low, high school graduate average, none high,  
+   

10. Are the staff in the unit assigned on a full time permanent basis, seconded or part time? 

I.e. full time unit staff not simply full time EA staff, All full time permanent low, more than 75% full time average, less than 75% high 
+   

11. At what level does the department report (to the head of agency, deputy etc.)? 

Head of the agency low, second most senior level of the agency average, below the second level of the agency high 
 +  

12. Do the staff that will be involved with the procurement have English language skills (bi-lingual/mother tongue, 

working/technical, conversational/basic or limited/none)? 

   

v. Head of Unit 

Excellent low, good average, fair or less high 

 
+  
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vi. Senior Management 

Excellent low, good average, fair or less high 

 
+  

vii. Professional Staff 

Excellent low, good average, fair or less high 

 
+  

viii. Support Staff 

Good low, fair average, poor high 

 
+  

13. What is the degree of IT literacy?  

Literacy defined as “Excellent” the use of IT applications and database use (not creation) able to use off the shelf applications to interrogate, 

analyze and report on data. “Good” understands and uses word processing and spread sheet applications effectively.”Fair” Basic word 

processing 

iv. Senior Management 

Good low, fair average, poor high 
 + 

 

v. Professional Staff 

Excellent low, good average, fair or less high 
 + 

 

vi. Support Staff 

Excellent low, good average, fair or less high 
 

                           

+ 

 

14. Is the number and qualifications of the staff sufficient to undertake the additional procurement that will be required under the 

proposed project? 

Yes low, yes but consulting support or training required average, no high 

+   

15. Does the unit have adequate facilities in terms of  

xii. Office accommodation 

Secure and reasonable environment with adequate space low, cramped but acceptable average, insufficient high 
 +  
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xiii. Sufficient PCs number, and software licensing capacity  

All staff provided with direct access to current model PCs with required licensed applications low, limited access to current model 

PCs with licensed software average, limited access to obsolete PCs and unlicensed software high. PCs 

 +  

xiv. Furniture 

Good low, adequate average, poor low 
 +  

xv. Printing and reproduction 

Sufficient dedicated printing and reproduction equipment to produce bidding documents and reports low, limited or shared facilities 

average, insufficient facilities high.  

 +  

xvi. Aircon/Heating 

Suitable for the local climatic conditions low, low power or availability average, none high 
+   

xvii. Local and IDD phones 

Access for head of unit, senior and professional staff IDD and all local low, only head of unit and senior staff IDD, all local average, 

less than IDD senior staff and all IDD high 

+   

xviii. Power and back up 

Sufficient for loading with voltage and surge/spike protection low, sufficient for loading but no voltage surge/spike protection 

average, insufficient or unsafe high 

+   

xix. Physical office security 

Controlled access to all procurement offices and 24 hour security low, controlled access but no 24 hour security average, open 

access and not 24 hour security high 

+   

xx. Secure storage (for contracts and bidding documents) 

Fire, theft and tamper proof storage for bidding documents, securities and contracts low, theft and tamperproof storage average, 

less than high 

+   
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xxi. Access to transport 

Sufficient project vehicles or transport budget for transport in execution of official duties low, shared but limited resources or 

transport budget average, no access to transport high 

+   

xxii. Office consumables 

Unit stocked with adequate office consumables and able to replenish easily low, sufficient stock but reordering complicated or 

lengthy average, no high 

+   

16. Is the unit authorized to make administrative purchases and payments (for office supplies, national travel etc)? 

Unit can purchase supplies and consumables when required, approve and finance project travel etc. low, unit can requisition same 

but requires external approval average, not in the unit’s control high 

 +  

17. Is there a procurement training program? 

Unit has a comprehensive internal and external training program low, unit has either an internal or external training program 

average, no training program high 

 +  

Agency Procurement Processes, Goods and Works  

18. Has the agency undertaken foreign assisted procurement of goods or works recently (last 12 

months, or last 36 months)? 

- 

19. If the above is yes, what were the major challenges? - 

20. Is there a procurement process manual for goods and works? - 

21. If there is a manual is it up to date and does it cover foreign assisted procurement? - 

22. Who identifies procurement requirements? - 

23. Who drafts the specifications? - 

24. Who approves the specification? - 

25. Are there standard bidding documents in use and have they been approved for use on ADB 

funded projects? 

- 

26. Who drafts the bidding documents? - 
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27. Who manages the sale of the document? - 

28. How is the price of the bidding document determined? - 

29. Who may purchase the document? - 

30. Are all queries from bidders replied to in writing? - 

31. Is there a minimum period for preparation of bids and if yes how long? - 

32. Does the bidding document state the date and time of opening and how close is it to the 

deadline for submission? 

- 

33. Is the opening public? - 

34. Can late bids be accepted? - 

35. Can bids be rejected at bid opening? - 

36. Are minutes taken? - 

37. Who may have a copy of the minutes? - 

38. Are the minutes free of charge? - 

39. Who undertakes the evaluation (individual(s), permanent committee, ad-hoc committee)? - 

40. What are the qualifications of the evaluators in respect to procurement and the goods and 

works under evaluation? 

- 

41. Is the decision of the evaluators final or is the evaluation subject to additional approvals? - 

42. Are performance securities required for all types of procurement? - 

43. Is the contract used that contained in the bidding document? - 

44. Using at least three real examples how long between evaluation completion and contact 

effectiveness? 

- 

45. When an advance payment is made is a security required? - 
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46. When there is an advance payment what is the period between receipt of advance payment 

security and payment?  

- 

47. Are there a contracts management/expediting unit? - 

48. Does the procurement department have the capacity to provide onsite management of works 

contracts 

- 

49. Are there processes in place for the collection and clearance of cargo through ports of entry? - 

50. Are there established goods receiving procedures? - 

51. Are all goods received recorded as assets or inventory in a register or similar? - 

52. Is the agency/procurement department familiar with letters of credit? - 

53. Does the procurement department register and track warranty and latent defects liability 

periods? 

- 

54. How long after financial evaluation is the selected firm to negotiate? - 

55. Does the RFP outline the basis of negotiations? - 

56. What is the usual basis for negotiation? - 

57. Are minutes of negotiation taken and signed? - 

58. How long after negotiations until the contract is signed? - 

59. Are advance payments made? - 

60. Is an agency counterpart appointed to manage the day to day administration of the contract? - 

61. Is there a process to review outputs? - 

62. Are there mandated time periods for the review of consulting outputs and reports? - 

Agency Procurement Processes, Consulting Services  - 

63. Has the agency undertaken foreign assisted procurement of consulting services recently (last 

12 months, or last 36 months)? 

- 
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64. If the above is yes what were the major challenges? - 

65. Is there a procurement process manual for consulting services procurement? - 

66. Is the manual up to date and does it cover foreign assisted projects? - 

67. Who identifies the need for consulting services requirements? - 

68. Who drafts the ToR? - 

69. Does the ToR follow a standard format such as background, tasks, inputs, objectives and 

outputs? 

- 

70. Is there a system in place that estimates time required for completion? - 

71. Is there a system in place to estimate the cost of consulting assignments? - 

72. Is there a standard request for proposals in use and has it been approved for use on ADB 

projects? 

- 

73. Who prepares the request for proposals? - 

74. At what amount must expressions of interest be advertised? - 

75. Historically what is the most common selection criteria? - 

76. What criteria are used to evaluate expression of interests? - 

77. Do firms have to pay for the proposal document? - 

78. Do the evaluative criteria follow a pre-determined structure and is it detailed in the RFP? - 

79. Are firms invited to undertake pre-proposal visits? - 

80. Are public pre-proposal meetings held? - 

81. Are minutes prepared and circulated after pre-proposal meetings? - 

82. To who are minutes distributed? - 
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83. Are all queries from consultants answered to in writing? - 

84. Is there a clear deadline for submission stated in the RFP? - 

85. Are late proposals accepted? - 

86. Are the financial and technical proposals in separate envelopes? - 

87. Are proposal securities required? - 

88. Are technical proposals opened in public? - 

89. Do the financial proposals remain sealed until technical evaluation is completed? - 

90. Are minutes of technical opening distributed? - 

91. Who undertakes the evaluation (individual(s), permanent committee, ad-hoc committee)? - 

92. Does the evaluation employ merit points? - 

Records Keeping Risk Assessed as Low Ave. High 

93. Is there a referencing system for procurement files? 

Yes logical alpha numeric numbering system held in a central database (simple word or excel table acceptable) low, yes manual 

system average, no system high 

 +  

94. Are original contracts secured in a fire and theft proof location? 

Yes in fire and theft proof storage low, under lock and key such as metal filing cabinet average, no in simple files in book cases or 

similar high 

 +  

95. Are copies of bids or proposals retained with the evaluation? 

A copy of each bids/proposal retained with evaluation, no or only the winners high 
+   

96. Are copies of the original advertisements retained with the pre-contract papers? 

Yes low, no high 
+   

97. Is there a single contract file with a copy of the contract and all subsequent contractual correspondence? +   
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Yes low, no high 

98. Are copies of invoices included with contract papers? 

Yes low, in a separate file and location but cross referenced to the contract average, no high 
 +  

99. For what period are records kept? 

Seven years or more low, five to seven years average, less than 5 years high 
+   

 

Table 17a.3 -- Uvurkhangai Aimag Governor’s Office – Procurement Capacity Assessment Questionnaire 

General Agency Resource Assessment Risk Assessed as Low Ave. High 

1. Does the agency have the legal identity to enter into contracts? 

If the EA has the capacity to enter into contracts state low. If it does not its selection as the EA requires reconsideration in 

consultation with OGC and COSO 

+ 
 

 
 

2. Is there a procurement department? 

If yes low, if procurement will be undertaken by an existing PIU average, if no unit or PIU high 
+   

3. What procurement does it undertake? 

All agency procurement low, just project related average, just administrative high  
+   

4. Are the staff is provided with written job descriptions? 

All low, only senior average, no high 
+   

5. Does the agency’s charter or similar document clearly describe and assign the procurement function, responsibility and 

accountability to the procurement unit? 

Yes low, yes but only partially average, no high 

+   

6. How many years experience does the head of the procurement unit have in a direct procurement role? 

Of procurement more than 10 years low, more than 5 years average, less than 5 years high 
 +  
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7. What are the head of unit’s technical, vocational and academic qualifications? 

Specific graduate procurement qualification low, engineering/technical/managerial qualification average, no qualification or 

unrelated qualification high 

+   

8. On average how many years of direct procurement experience has: 

a. Senior Management 

More than 7 years low, more than 4 years average, less than 4 years high 
+   

b. Professional Staff 

More than 7 years low, more than 4 years average, less than 4 years 
+   

c. Support Staff 

More than 3 years low, more than 1 year average, less than 1 year low 
+   

9. What are the technical, vocational and academic qualifications of staff in the procurement unit? 

a. Senior Management 

Specific graduate procurement qualification low, engineering/technical/managerial qualification average, no qualification or 

unrelated qualification high 

+   

b. Professional Staff 

Applicable vocational or procurement qualification low, engineering/technical/managerial qualification average, no qualification or 

unrelated qualification high 

+   

c. Support Staff 

Procurement/engineering/technical/managerial qualification low, high school graduate average, none high,  
+   

10. Are the staff in the unit assigned on a full time permanent basis, seconded or part time? 

I.e. full time unit staff not simply full time EA staff, All full time permanent low, more than 75% full time average, less than 75% high 
+   
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11. At what level does the department report (to the head of agency, deputy etc.)? 

Head of the agency low, second most senior level of the agency average, below the second level of the agency high 
 +  

12. Do the staff that will be involved with the procurement have English language skills (bi-lingual/mother tongue, 

working/technical, conversational/basic or limited/none)? 

   

ix. Head of Unit 

Excellent low, good average, fair or less high 

 
+  

x. Senior Management 

Excellent low, good average, fair or less high 

 
+  

xi. Professional Staff 

Excellent low, good average, fair or less high 

 
+  

xii. Support Staff 

Good low, fair average, poor high 

 
+  

13. What is the degree of IT literacy?  

Literacy defined as “Excellent” the use of IT applications and database use (not creation) able to use off the shelf applications to interrogate, 

analyze and report on data. “Good” understands and uses word processing and spread sheet applications effectively.”Fair” Basic word 

processing 

vii. Senior Management 

Good low, fair average, poor high 
+  

 

viii. Professional Staff 

Excellent low, good average, fair or less high 
 + 

 

ix. Support Staff 

Excellent low, good average, fair or less high 
 

                       

+ 
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14. Is the number and qualifications of the staff sufficient to undertake the additional procurement that will be required under the 

proposed project? 

Yes low, yes but consulting support or training required average, no high 

 +  

15. Does the unit have adequate facilities in terms of  

xxiii. Office accommodation 

Secure and reasonable environment with adequate space low, cramped but acceptable average, insufficient high 
 +  

xxiv. Sufficient PCs number, and software licensing capacity  

All staff provided with direct access to current model PCs with required licensed applications low, limited access to current model 

PCs with licensed software average, limited access to obsolete PCs and unlicensed software high. PCs 

+   

xxv. Furniture 

Good low, adequate average, poor low 
+   

xxvi. Printing and reproduction 

Sufficient dedicated printing and reproduction equipment to produce bidding documents and reports low, limited or shared facilities 

average, insufficient facilities high.  

+   

xxvii. Aircon/Heating 

Suitable for the local climatic conditions low, low power or availability average, none high 
+   

xxviii. Local and IDD phones 

Access for head of unit, senior and professional staff IDD and all local low, only head of unit and senior staff IDD, all local average, 

less than IDD senior staff and all IDD high 

 +  

xxix. Power and back up 

Sufficient for loading with voltage and surge/spike protection low, sufficient for loading but no voltage surge/spike protection 

average, insufficient or unsafe high 

+   
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xxx. Physical office security 

Controlled access to all procurement offices and 24 hour security low, controlled access but no 24 hour security average, open 

access and not 24 hour security high 

+   

xxxi. Secure storage (for contracts and bidding documents) 

Fire, theft and tamper proof storage for bidding documents, securities and contracts low, theft and tamperproof storage average, 

less than high 

 +  

xxxii. Access to transport 

Sufficient project vehicles or transport budget for transport in execution of official duties low, shared but limited resources or 

transport budget average, no access to transport high 

  + 

xxxiii. Office consumables 

Unit stocked with adequate office consumables and able to replenish easily low, sufficient stock but reordering complicated or 

lengthy average, no high 

+   

16. Is the unit authorized to make administrative purchases and payments (for office supplies, national travel etc)? 

Unit can purchase supplies and consumables when required, approve and finance project travel etc. low, unit can requisition same 

but requires external approval average, not in the unit’s control high 

+   

17. Is there a procurement training program? 

Unit has a comprehensive internal and external training program low, unit has either an internal or external training program 

average, no training program high 

 +  

Agency Procurement Processes, Goods and Works  

18. Has the agency undertaken foreign assisted procurement of goods or works recently (last 12 

months, or last 36 months)? 

No 

19. If the above is yes, what were the major challenges?  

20. Is there a procurement process manual for goods and works? Yes, there is.  

21. If there is a manual is it up to date and does it cover foreign assisted procurement? Yes 
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22. Who identifies procurement requirements? Client, Evaluation committee 

23. Who drafts the specifications? Client, Evaluation Committee  

24. Who approves the specification? The general budget manager 

25. Are there standard bidding documents in use and have they been approved for use on ADB 

funded projects? 

Yes 

26. Who drafts the bidding documents? Evaluation Committee drafts the bidding 

documents. 

27. Who manages the sale of the document? The Secretary of the Evaluation committee manage 

the sale of the document. 

28. How is the price of the bidding document determined? Based on the cost. 

29. Who may purchase the document? All interested parties, bidders may purchase the 

document. 

30. Are all queries from bidders replied to in writing? All queries from bidders are replied to in writing. 

31. Is there a minimum period for preparation of bids and if yes how long? 1-7 days 

32. Does the bidding document state the date and time of opening and how close is it to the 

deadline for submission? 

Yes.   

33. Is the opening public? Yes, it is.  

34. Can late bids be accepted? No  

35. Can bids be rejected at bid opening? In some cases it can be rejected. 

36. Are minutes taken? Yes. 

37. Who may have a copy of the minutes? Secretary of Evaluation Committee has a copy of 

the minutes.  

38. Are the minutes free of charge? Yes, they are.  
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39. Who undertakes the evaluation (individual(s), permanent committee, ad-hoc committee)? Ad-hoc Evaluation committee.   

40. What are the qualifications of the evaluators in respect to procurement and the goods and 

works under evaluation? 

The evaluators have above graduate education. 

41. Is the decision of the evaluators final or is the evaluation subject to additional approvals? Subject to additional approval. 

42. Are performance securities required for all types of procurement? Yes 

43. Is the contract used that contained in the bidding document? Yes, it is in the bidding document.  

44. Using at least three real examples how long between evaluation completion and contact 

effectiveness? 

Usually 7-14 days, depending on the work volume 

and budget. Contract is effective as it’s approved 

by signing by parties. 

45. When an advance payment is made is a security required? Yes, it is required in some cases. 

46. When there is an advance payment what is the period between receipt of advance payment 

security and payment?  

It different for each contract depending on term. 

47. Are there a contracts management/expediting unit? Yes. 

48. Does the procurement department have the capacity to provide onsite management of works 

contracts 

Yes.  

49. Are there processes in place for the collection and clearance of cargo through ports of entry? No. 

50. Are there established goods receiving procedures? Yes.  

51. Are all goods received recorded as assets or inventory in a register or similar? Yes. 

52. Is the agency/procurement department familiar with letters of credit? No.  

53. Does the procurement department register and track warranty and latent defects liability 

periods? 

Yes. 

54. How long after financial evaluation is the selected firm to negotiate? 5 days after authorization. 

55. Does the RFP outline the basis of negotiations? No. 
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56. What is the usual basis for negotiation? It agrees general condition of contract.  

57. Are minutes of negotiation taken and signed? No. 

58. How long after negotiations until the contract is signed? After successful agreement of negotiating parties. 

59. Are advance payments made? Yes. 

60. Is an agency counterpart appointed to manage the day to day administration of the contract? Yes. 

61. Is there a process to review outputs? Yes, there is.  

62. Are there mandated time periods for the review of consulting outputs and reports? Yes, there are. 

Agency Procurement Processes, Consulting Services  Response 

63. Has the agency undertaken foreign assisted procurement of consulting services recently (last 

12 months, or last 36 months)? 

No. 

64. If the above is yes what were the major challenges? -  

65. Is there a procurement process manual for consulting services procurement? Yes, there is.  

66. Is the manual up to date and does it cover foreign assisted projects? Yes, it covers foreign assisted projects. 

67. Who identifies the need for consulting services requirements? -The Client, Evaluation committee 

68. Who drafts the ToR? The Evaluation Committee drafts the ToR. 

69. Does the ToR follow a standard format such as background, tasks, inputs, objectives and 

outputs? 

Yes, it does.  

70. Is there a system in place that estimates time required for completion? Yes, there is.  

71. Is there a system in place to estimate the cost of consulting assignments? No. 

72. Is there a standard request for proposals in use and has it been approved for use on ADB 

projects? 

No.  

73. Who prepares the request for proposals? The Secretary of the Evaluation committee.  
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74. At what amount must expressions of interest be advertised?  Inventory 50.0 million MNT, Works 80.0 million 

MNT, consulting services 100.0 million MNT. 

75. Historically what is the most common selection criteria? Special permissions, license 

76. What criteria are used to evaluate expression of interests? Technical and financial capacity 

77. Do firms have to pay for the proposal document? No. 

78. Do the evaluative criteria follow a pre-determined structure and is it detailed in the RFP? Yes. 

79. Are firms invited to undertake pre-proposal visits? Yes. In some cases 

80. Are public pre-proposal meetings held? In some cases. 

81. Are minutes prepared and circulated after pre-proposal meetings? Yes. 

82. To who are minutes distributed? To stakeholders. 

83. Are all queries from consultants answered to in writing? Yes, they are. 

84. Is there a clear deadline for submission stated in the RFP? Yes, there is.  

85. Are late proposals accepted? Yes, , they aren’t. 

86. Are the financial and technical proposals in separate envelopes? Yes, they are.  

87. Are proposal securities required? Yes, they are. 

88. Are technical proposals opened in public? Yes, they are.  

89. Do the financial proposals remain sealed until technical evaluation is completed? Yes, they do. 

90. Are minutes of technical opening distributed? Yes, they are.  

91. Who undertakes the evaluation (individual(s), permanent committee, ad-hoc committee)? The ad-hoc evaluation committee does it. 

92. Does the evaluation employ merit points? Yes, it does.  

Records Keeping Risk Assessed as Low Ave. High 
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93. Is there a referencing system for procurement files? 

Yes logical alpha numeric numbering system held in a central database (simple word or excel table acceptable) low, yes manual 

system average, no system high 

 +  

94. Are original contracts secured in a fire and theft proof location? 

Yes in fire and theft proof storage low, under lock and key such as metal filing cabinet average, no in simple files in book cases or 

similar high 

 +  

95. Are copies of bids or proposals retained with the evaluation? 

A copy of each bids/proposal retained with evaluation, no or only the winners high 
+   

96. Are copies of the original advertisements retained with the pre-contract papers? 

Yes low, no high 
+   

97. Is there a single contract file with a copy of the contract and all subsequent contractual correspondence? 

Yes low, no high 
+   

98. Are copies of invoices included with contract papers? 

Yes low, in a separate file and location but cross referenced to the contract average, no high 
  + 

99. For what period are records kept? 

Seven years or more low, five to seven years average, less than 5 years high 
+   
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Table 17a.4 – Arkhangai Aimag Governor’s Office Procurement Capacity Assessment Questionnaire 

General Agency Resource Assessment Risk Assessed as Low Ave. High 

100. Does the agency have the legal identity to enter into contracts? 

If the EA has the capacity to enter into contracts state low. If it does not its selection as the EA requires reconsideration in 

consultation with OGC and COSO 

+ 
 

 
 

101. Is there a procurement department? 

If yes low, if procurement will be undertaken by an existing PIU average, if no unit or PIU high 
 +  

102. What procurement does it undertake? 

All agency procurement low, just project related average, just administrative high  
 +  

103. Are the staff is provided with written job descriptions? 

All low, only senior average, no high 
+   

104. Does the agency’s charter or similar document clearly describe and assign the procurement function, responsibility 

and accountability to the procurement unit? 

Yes low, yes but only partially average, no high 

 +  

105. How many years experience does the head of the procurement unit have in a direct procurement role? 

Of procurement more than 10 years low, more than 5 years average, less than 5 years high 
+   

106. What are the head of unit’s technical, vocational and academic qualifications? 

Specific graduate procurement qualification low, engineering/technical/managerial qualification average, no qualification or 

unrelated qualification high 

+   

107. On average how many years of direct procurement experience has: 

i. Senior Management 

More than 7 years low, more than 4 years average, less than 4 years high 
+   
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ii. Professional Staff 

More than 7 years low, more than 4 years average, less than 4 years 
+   

iii. Support Staff 

More than 3 years low, more than 1 year average, less than 1 year low 
+   

108. What are the technical, vocational and academic qualifications of staff in the procurement unit? 

i. Senior Management 

Specific graduate procurement qualification low, engineering/technical/managerial qualification average, no qualification or 

unrelated qualification high 

+   

ii. Professional Staff 

Applicable vocational or procurement qualification low, engineering/technical/managerial qualification average, no qualification or 

unrelated qualification high 

+   

iii. Support Staff 

Procurement/engineering/technical/managerial qualification low, high school graduate average, none high,  
 +  

109. Are the staff in the unit assigned on a full time permanent basis, seconded or part time? 

I.e. full time unit staff not simply full time EA staff, All full time permanent low, more than 75% full time average, less than 75% high 
+   

110. At what level does the department report (to the head of agency, deputy etc.)? 

Head of the agency low, second most senior level of the agency average, below the second level of the agency high 
+   

111. Do the staff that will be involved with the procurement have English language skills (bi-lingual/mother tongue, 

working/technical, conversational/basic or limited/none)? 

   

xiii. Head of Unit 

Excellent low, good average, fair or less high 

 
+  
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xiv. Senior Management 

Excellent low, good average, fair or less high 

 
+  

xv. Professional Staff 

Excellent low, good average, fair or less high 

 
+  

xvi. Support Staff 

Good low, fair average, poor high 

 
+  

112. What is the degree of IT literacy?  

Literacy defined as “Excellent” the use of IT applications and database use (not creation) able to use off the shelf applications to interrogate, 

analyze and report on data. “Good” understands and uses word processing and spread sheet applications effectively.”Fair” Basic word 

processing 

x. Senior Management 

Good low, fair average, poor high 
 + 

 

xi. Professional Staff 

Excellent low, good average, fair or less high 
 + 

 

xii. Support Staff 

Excellent low, good average, fair or less high 
 + 

 

113. Is the number and qualifications of the staff sufficient to undertake the additional procurement that will be required 

under the proposed project? 

Yes low, yes but consulting support or training required average, no high 

 +  

114. Does the unit have adequate facilities in terms of  

xxxiv. Office accommodation 

Secure and reasonable environment with adequate space low, cramped but acceptable average, insufficient high 
 +  
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xxxv. Sufficient PCs number, and software licensing capacity  

All staff provided with direct access to current model PCs with required licensed applications low, limited access to current model 

PCs with licensed software average, limited access to obsolete PCs and unlicensed software high. PCs 

+   

xxxvi. Furniture 

Good low, adequate average, poor low 
+   

xxxvii. Printing and reproduction 

Sufficient dedicated printing and reproduction equipment to produce bidding documents and reports low, limited or shared facilities 

average, insufficient facilities high.  

+   

xxxviii. Aircon/Heating 

Suitable for the local climatic conditions low, low power or availability average, none high 
+   

xxxix. Local and IDD phones 

Access for head of unit, senior and professional staff IDD and all local low, only head of unit and senior staff IDD, all local average, 

less than IDD senior staff and all IDD high 

+   

xl. Power and back up 

Sufficient for loading with voltage and surge/spike protection low, sufficient for loading but no voltage surge/spike protection 

average, insufficient or unsafe high 

+   

xli. Physical office security 

Controlled access to all procurement offices and 24 hour security low, controlled access but no 24 hour security average, open 

access and not 24 hour security high 

+   

xlii. Secure storage (for contracts and bidding documents) 

Fire, theft and tamper proof storage for bidding documents, securities and contracts low, theft and tamperproof storage average, 

less than high 

+   
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xliii. Access to transport 

Sufficient project vehicles or transport budget for transport in execution of official duties low, shared but limited resources or 

transport budget average, no access to transport high 

  + 

xliv. Office consumables 

Unit stocked with adequate office consumables and able to replenish easily low, sufficient stock but reordering complicated or 

lengthy average, no high 

+   

115. Is the unit authorized to make administrative purchases and payments (for office supplies, national travel etc)? 

Unit can purchase supplies and consumables when required, approve and finance project travel etc. low, unit can requisition same 

but requires external approval average, not in the unit’s control high 

+   

116. Is there a procurement training program? 

Unit has a comprehensive internal and external training program low, unit has either an internal or external training program 

average, no training program high 

 +  
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Table 17a.5 -- Khuvsgul Aimag Governor’s Office Procurement Capacity Assessment Questionnaire 

General Agency Resource Assessment Risk Assessed as Low Ave. High 

1. Does the agency have the legal identity to enter into contracts? 

If the EA has the capacity to enter into contracts state low. If it does not its selection as the EA requires reconsideration in 

consultation with OGC and COSO 

+ 
 

 
 

2. Is there a procurement department? 

If yes low, if procurement will be undertaken by an existing PIU average, if no unit or PIU high 
 +  

3. What procurement does it undertake? 

All agency procurement low, just project related average, just administrative high  
  + 

4. Are the staff is provided with written job descriptions? 

All low, only senior average, no high 
+   

5. Does the agency’s charter or similar document clearly describe and assign the procurement function, responsibility and 

accountability to the procurement unit? 

Yes low, yes but only partially average, no high 

 +  

6. How many years experience does the head of the procurement unit have in a direct procurement role? 

Of procurement more than 10 years low, more than 5 years average, less than 5 years high 
 +  

7. What are the head of unit’s technical, vocational and academic qualifications? 

Specific graduate procurement qualification low, engineering/technical/managerial qualification average, no qualification or 

unrelated qualification high 

 +  

8. On average how many years of direct procurement experience has: 

a. Senior Management 

More than 7 years low, more than 4 years average, less than 4 years high 
+   
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b. Professional Staff 

More than 7 years low, more than 4 years average, less than 4 years 
+   

c. Support Staff 

More than 3 years low, more than 1 year average, less than 1 year low 
+   

9. What are the technical, vocational and academic qualifications of staff in the procurement unit? 

a. Senior Management 

Specific graduate procurement qualification low, engineering/technical/managerial qualification average, no qualification or 

unrelated qualification high 

+   

b. Professional Staff 

Applicable vocational or procurement qualification low, engineering/technical/managerial qualification average, no qualification or 

unrelated qualification high 

+   

c. Support Staff 

Procurement/engineering/technical/managerial qualification low, high school graduate average, none high,  
 +  

10. Are the staff in the unit assigned on a full time permanent basis, seconded or part time? 

I.e. full time unit staff not simply full time EA staff, All full time permanent low, more than 75% full time average, less than 75% high 
+   

11. At what level does the department report (to the head of agency, deputy etc.)? 

Head of the agency low, second most senior level of the agency average, below the second level of the agency high 
+   

12. Do the staff that will be involved with the procurement have English language skills (bi-lingual/mother tongue, 

working/technical, conversational/basic or limited/none)? 

   

xvii. Head of Unit 

Excellent low, good average, fair or less high 

 
+  
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xviii. Senior Management 

Excellent low, good average, fair or less high 

 
+  

xix. Professional Staff 

Excellent low, good average, fair or less high 

 
+  

xx. Support Staff 

Good low, fair average, poor high 

 
+  

13. What is the degree of IT literacy?  

Literacy defined as “Excellent” the use of IT applications and database use (not creation) able to use off the shelf applications to interrogate, 

analyze and report on data. “Good” understands and uses word processing and spread sheet applications effectively.”Fair” Basic word 

processing 

xiii. Senior Management 

Good low, fair average, poor high 
 + 

 

xiv. Professional Staff 

Excellent low, good average, fair or less high 
 + 

 

xv. Support Staff 

Excellent low, good average, fair or less high 
 

                       

+ 

 

14. Is the number and qualifications of the staff sufficient to undertake the additional procurement that will be required under the 

proposed project? 

Yes low, yes but consulting support or training required average, no high 

 +  

15. Does the unit have adequate facilities in terms of  

xlv. Office accommodation 

Secure and reasonable environment with adequate space low, cramped but acceptable average, insufficient high 
+   
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xlvi. Sufficient PCs number, and software licensing capacity  

All staff provided with direct access to current model PCs with required licensed applications low, limited access to current model 

PCs with licensed software average, limited access to obsolete PCs and unlicensed software high. PCs 

+   

xlvii. Furniture 

Good low, adequate average, poor low 
+   

xlviii. Printing and reproduction 

Sufficient dedicated printing and reproduction equipment to produce bidding documents and reports low, limited or shared facilities 

average, insufficient facilities high.  

+   

xlix. Aircon/Heating 

Suitable for the local climatic conditions low, low power or availability average, none high 
+   

l. Local and IDD phones 

Access for head of unit, senior and professional staff IDD and all local low, only head of unit and senior staff IDD, all local average, 

less than IDD senior staff and all IDD high 

+   

li. Power and back up 

Sufficient for loading with voltage and surge/spike protection low, sufficient for loading but no voltage surge/spike protection 

average, insufficient or unsafe high 

+   

lii. Physical office security 

Controlled access to all procurement offices and 24 hour security low, controlled access but no 24 hour security average, open 

access and not 24 hour security high 

 +  

liii. Secure storage (for contracts and bidding documents) 

Fire, theft and tamper proof storage for bidding documents, securities and contracts low, theft and tamperproof storage average, 

less than high 

+   
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liv. Access to transport 

Sufficient project vehicles or transport budget for transport in execution of official duties low, shared but limited resources or 

transport budget average, no access to transport high 

+   

lv. Office consumables 

Unit stocked with adequate office consumables and able to replenish easily low, sufficient stock but reordering complicated or 

lengthy average, no high 

+   

16. Is the unit authorized to make administrative purchases and payments (for office supplies, national travel etc)? 

Unit can purchase supplies and consumables when required, approve and finance project travel etc. low, unit can requisition same 

but requires external approval average, not in the unit’s control high 

+   

17. Is there a procurement training program? 

Unit has a comprehensive internal and external training program low, unit has either an internal or external training program 

average, no training program high 

+   

Agency Procurement Processes, Goods and Works  

18. Has the agency undertaken foreign assisted procurement of goods or works recently (last 12 

months, or last 36 months)? 

Organized procurement activities presenting the 

Client. 

19. If the above is yes, what were the major challenges? No challenges. 

20. Is there a procurement process manual for goods and works? Yes. 

21. If there is a manual is it up to date and does it cover foreign assisted procurement? Yes. 

22. Who identifies procurement requirements? Client. 

23. Who drafts the specifications? Procurement department, Evaluation Committee  

24. Who approves the specification? The Head of Procurement department, Evaluation 

committee. 

25. Are there standard bidding documents in use and have they been approved for use on ADB 

funded projects? 

Yes. 
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26. Who drafts the bidding documents? Evaluation Committee drafts the bidding documents. 

27. Who manages the sale of the document? The Secretary of the Evaluation committee manage 

the sale of the document. 

28. How is the price of the bidding document determined? According to Procedure approved by resolution 212 

Minister of Finance. 

29. Who may purchase the document? All interested parties, bidders may purchase the 

document. 

30. Are all queries from bidders replied to in writing? All queries from bidders are replied to in writing. 

31. Is there a minimum period for preparation of bids and if yes how long? According to Law. 

32. Does the bidding document state the date and time of opening and how close is it to the 

deadline for submission? 

Yes, the bidding document opening date is stated 

and minute is made. It’s restricted to receive bidding 

document after announced date and time. 

33. Is the opening public? Yes, it is. All interested parties can participate in bid 

opening. 

34. Can late bids be accepted? Not allowed by Law. 

35. Can bids be rejected at bid opening? It can be rejected in case of submission after bid 

submission date. 

36. Are minutes taken? Yes. 

37. Who may have a copy of the minutes? Secretary of Evaluation Committee, Client.  

38. Are the minutes free of charge? Yes, they are.  

39. Who undertakes the evaluation (individual(s), permanent committee, ad-hoc committee)? Evaluation committee.   

40. What are the qualifications of the evaluators in respect to procurement and the goods and 

works under evaluation? 

The evaluators have undergraduate education 

specialized in procurement. 
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41. Is the decision of the evaluators final or is the evaluation subject to additional approvals? If the Client consider the decision of the Evaluation 

committee is illegal it can be rejected. 

42. Are performance securities required for all types of procurement? Yes. In order to secure the guarantee of performance 

it can be required to deposit 5-10% of the contact 

amount, according to Law on Public procurement. 

43. Is the contract used that contained in the bidding document? Yes, it is in the bidding document.  

44. Using at least three real examples how long between evaluation completion and contact 

effectiveness? 

Different depending on the work volume and budget. 

Contract is effective as it’s approved by signing by 

parties. Our Department is organizing 130-150 

bidding per year on behalf of Clients. 

45. When an advance payment is made is a security required? Yes, it is required in some cases. 

46. When there is an advance payment what is the period between receipt of advance payment 

security and payment?  

After issue of prepayment guarantee by bank. 

47. Are there a contracts management/expediting unit? Yes. Consulting services contract. 

48. Does the procurement department have the capacity to provide onsite management of works 

contracts 

Yes.  

49. Are there processes in place for the collection and clearance of cargo through ports of entry? Yes. 

50. Are there established goods receiving procedures? Yes. Based on the Decree 81 of the Minister of 

Finance and Governor’s resolution there’s a 

procedure of organization of team. 

51. Are all goods received recorded as assets or inventory in a register or similar? Yes. 

52. Is the agency/procurement department familiar with letters of credit? No.  

53. Does the procurement department register and track warranty and latent defects liability 

periods? 

Yes. The project management team register. 

54. How long after financial evaluation is the selected firm to negotiate? 5 days after authorization. 

55. Does the RFP outline the basis of negotiations? Yes. 
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56. What is the usual basis for negotiation? Within the framework of agreed conditions of parties 

of the contract.  

57. Are minutes of negotiation taken and signed? Yes. 

58. How long after negotiations until the contract is signed? After successful agreement of negotiating parties. 

59. Are advance payments made? Yes. 

60. Is an agency counterpart appointed to manage the day to day administration of the contract? Yes. The Client establish a project team which 

comprises of members representing related 

professional organizations. 

61. Is there a process to review outputs? Yes, there is.  

62. Are there mandated time periods for the review of consulting outputs and reports? Yes, within the contract validity date. 

Agency Procurement Processes, Consulting Services  Response 

63. Has the agency undertaken foreign assisted procurement of consulting services recently (last 

12 months, or last 36 months)? 

No. 

64. If the above is yes what were the major challenges? -  

65. Is there a procurement process manual for consulting services procurement? Yes, there is a Manual approved by Resolution 249 

of 2008 of the Minister of Finance. 

66. Is the manual up to date and does it cover foreign assisted projects? No. 

67. Who identifies the need for consulting services requirements? -The Client, Evaluation committee 

68. Who drafts the ToR? The Client. 

69. Does the ToR follow a standard format such as background, tasks, inputs, objectives and 

outputs? 

Yes, it does.  

70. Is there a system in place that estimates time required for completion? Yes, there is.  

71. Is there a system in place to estimate the cost of consulting assignments? No. 
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72. Is there a standard request for proposals in use and has it been approved for use on ADB 

projects? 

No.  

73. Who prepares the request for proposals? The Secretary of the Evaluation committee.  

74. At what amount must expressions of interest be advertised?  Inventory 50.0 million MNT, Works 80.0 million MNT 

according to Article 8 or the Public procurement law 

and Cabinet resolution 68 of 2013. 

75. Historically what is the most common selection criteria? Criteria stated in Articles of 14, 15 and 16 of the 

Public procurement law. Finance, labor, experience 

to perform the task. Shouldn’t be convicted in crimes, 

no tax debts to be shown. 

76. What criteria are used to evaluate expression of interests? Meeting the Clients requirements. 

77. Do firms have to pay for the proposal document? Yes. Have to pay price of bidding document. 

78. Do the evaluative criteria follow a pre-determined structure and is it detailed in the RFP? Yes. 

79. Are firms invited to undertake pre-proposal visits? Yes. In some cases 

80. Are public pre-proposal meetings held? In some cases. 

81. Are minutes prepared and circulated after pre-proposal meetings? Yes. 

82. To who are minutes distributed? To Client, supervisory organizations. 

83. Are all queries from consultants answered to in writing? Yes, they are. 

84. Is there a clear deadline for submission stated in the RFP? Yes. 

85. Are late proposals accepted? No. 

86. Are the financial and technical proposals in separate envelopes? For bidding or goods and works there’s not required, 

in case of consulting services it’s required to submit 

in separate envelopes. 
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87. Are proposal securities required? Yes. 

88. Are technical proposals opened in public? Yes, it’s opened in public and only the winner’s 

proposal is announced through website system. 

89. Do the financial proposals remain sealed until technical evaluation is completed? Not required. 

90. Are minutes of technical opening distributed? Not required.  

91. Who undertakes the evaluation (individual(s), permanent committee, ad-hoc committee)? The independent ad-hoc evaluation committee does 

it. 

92. Does the evaluation employ merit points? Yes, it does.  

Records Keeping Risk Assessed as Low Ave. High 

93. Is there a referencing system for procurement files? 

Yes logical alpha numeric numbering system held in a central database (simple word or excel table acceptable) low, yes manual 

system average, no system high 

 +  

94. Are original contracts secured in a fire and theft proof location? 

Yes in fire and theft proof storage low, under lock and key such as metal filing cabinet average, no in simple files in book cases or 

similar high 

 +  

95. Are copies of bids or proposals retained with the evaluation? 

A copy of each bids/proposal retained with evaluation, no or only the winners high 
  + 

96. Are copies of the original advertisements retained with the pre-contract papers? 

Yes low, no high 
+   

97. Is there a single contract file with a copy of the contract and all subsequent contractual correspondence? 

Yes low, no high 
  + 

98. Are copies of invoices included with contract papers? 

Yes low, in a separate file and location but cross referenced to the contract average, no high 
  + 
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99. For what period are records kept? 

Seven years or more low, five to seven years average, less than 5 years high 
 +  
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Table 17a.6 -- Khentii Aimag Governor’s Office -- Procurement Capacity Assessment Questionnaire 

General Agency Resource Assessment Risk Assessed as Low Ave. High 

1. Does the agency have the legal identity to enter into contracts? 

If the EA has the capacity to enter into contracts state low. If it does not its selection as the EA requires reconsideration in 

consultation with OGC and COSO 

 +  

2. Is there a procurement department? 

If yes low, if procurement will be undertaken by an existing PIU average, if no unit or PIU high 
+   

3. What procurement does it undertake? 

All agency procurement low, just project related average, just administrative high  
+   

4. Are the staff is provided with written job descriptions? 

All low, only senior average, no high 
+   

5. Does the agency’s charter or similar document clearly describe and assign the procurement function, responsibility and 

accountability to the procurement unit? 

Yes low, yes but only partially average, no high 

+   

6. How many years experience does the head of the procurement unit have in a direct procurement role? 

Of procurement more than 10 years low, more than 5 years average, less than 5 years high 
 +  

7. What are the head of unit’s technical, vocational and academic qualifications? 

Specific graduate procurement qualification low, engineering/technical/managerial qualification average, no qualification or 

unrelated qualification high 

+   

8. On average how many years of direct procurement experience has: 

a. Senior Management 

More than 7 years low, more than 4 years average, less than 4 years high 
 +  
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b. Professional Staff 

More than 7 years low, more than 4 years average, less than 4 years 
 +  

c. Support Staff 

More than 3 years low, more than 1 year average, less than 1 year low 
 +  

9. What are the technical, vocational and academic qualifications of staff in the procurement unit? 

a. Senior Management 

Specific graduate procurement qualification low, engineering/technical/managerial qualification average, no qualification or 

unrelated qualification high 

+   

b. Professional Staff 

Applicable vocational or procurement qualification low, engineering/technical/managerial qualification average, no qualification or 

unrelated qualification high 

+   

c. Support Staff 

Procurement/engineering/technical/managerial qualification low, high school graduate average, none high,  
+   

10. Are the staff in the unit assigned on a full time permanent basis, seconded or part time? 

I.e. full time unit staff not simply full time EA staff, All full time permanent low, more than 75% full time average, less than 75% high 
+   

11. At what level does the department report (to the head of agency, deputy etc.)? 

Head of the agency low, second most senior level of the agency average, below the second level of the agency high 
 +  

12. Do the staff that will be involved with the procurement have English language skills (bi-lingual/mother tongue, 

working/technical, conversational/basic or limited/none)? 

   

xxi. Head of Unit 

Excellent low, good average, fair or less high 

 
+  
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xxii. Senior Management 

Excellent low, good average, fair or less high 

 
+  

xxiii. Professional Staff 

Excellent low, good average, fair or less high 

 
+  

xxiv. Support Staff 

Good low, fair average, poor high 

 
 + 

13. What is the degree of IT literacy?  

Literacy defined as “Excellent” the use of IT applications and database use (not creation) able to use off the shelf applications to interrogate, 

analyze and report on data. “Good” understands and uses word processing and spread sheet applications effectively.”Fair” Basic word 

processing 

xvi. Senior Management 

Good low, fair average, poor high 
 + 

 

xvii. Professional Staff 

Excellent low, good average, fair or less high 
 + 

 

xviii. Support Staff 

Excellent low, good average, fair or less high 
 

    + 

14. Is the number and qualifications of the staff sufficient to undertake the additional procurement that will be required under the 

proposed project? 

Yes low, yes but consulting support or training required average, no high 

  + 

15. Does the unit have adequate facilities in terms of  

lvi. Office accommodation 

Secure and reasonable environment with adequate space low, cramped but acceptable average, insufficient high 
 +  
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lvii. Sufficient PCs number, and software licensing capacity  

All staff provided with direct access to current model PCs with required licensed applications low, limited access to current model 

PCs with licensed software average, limited access to obsolete PCs and unlicensed software high. PCs 

 +  

lviii. Furniture 

Good low, adequate average, poor low 
 +  

lix. Printing and reproduction 

Sufficient dedicated printing and reproduction equipment to produce bidding documents and reports low, limited or shared facilities 

average, insufficient facilities high.  

 +  

lx. Aircon/Heating 

Suitable for the local climatic conditions low, low power or availability average, none high 
 +  

lxi. Local and IDD phones 

Access for head of unit, senior and professional staff IDD and all local low, only head of unit and senior staff IDD, all local average, 

less than IDD senior staff and all IDD high 

 +  

lxii. Power and back up 

Sufficient for loading with voltage and surge/spike protection low, sufficient for loading but no voltage surge/spike protection 

average, insufficient or unsafe high 

 +  

lxiii. Physical office security 

Controlled access to all procurement offices and 24 hour security low, controlled access but no 24 hour security average, open 

access and not 24 hour security high 

+   

lxiv. Secure storage (for contracts and bidding documents) 

Fire, theft and tamper proof storage for bidding documents, securities and contracts low, theft and tamperproof storage average, 

less than high 

 +  
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lxv. Access to transport 

Sufficient project vehicles or transport budget for transport in execution of official duties low, shared but limited resources or 

transport budget average, no access to transport high 

 +  

lxvi. Office consumables 

Unit stocked with adequate office consumables and able to replenish easily low, sufficient stock but reordering complicated or 

lengthy average, no high 

 +  

16. Is the unit authorized to make administrative purchases and payments (for office supplies, national travel etc)? 

Unit can purchase supplies and consumables when required, approve and finance project travel etc. low, unit can requisition same 

but requires external approval average, not in the unit’s control high 

 +  

17. Is there a procurement training program? 

Unit has a comprehensive internal and external training program low, unit has either an internal or external training program 

average, no training program high 

  + 

Agency Procurement Processes, Goods and Works  

18. Has the agency undertaken foreign assisted procurement of goods or works recently (last 12 

months, or last 36 months)? 

No 

19. If the above is yes, what were the major challenges? - 

20. Is there a procurement process manual for goods and works? Yes, there is procedure approved by Minister of 

Finance. 

21. If there is a manual is it up to date and does it cover foreign assisted procurement? If there’s no specific statement, the Public 

procurement law shall be applied. 

22. Who identifies procurement requirements? Client, Evaluation Committee. 

23. Who drafts the specifications? Evaluation Committee  

24. Who approves the specification? The Clients approves the specification. 
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25. Are there standard bidding documents in use and have they been approved for use on ADB 

funded projects? 

Yes 

26. Who drafts the bidding documents? Evaluation Committee. 

27. Who manages the sale of the document? The Secretary of the Evaluation Committee 

28. How is the price of the bidding document determined? Following the rules approved by the Decree № 212 

of the Minister of Finance dated September 

30.2014. 

29. Who may purchase the document? All interested parties, bidders may purchase the 

document. 

30. Are all queries from bidders replied to in writing? All queries from bidders are replied to in writing.  

31. Is there a minimum period for preparation of bids and if yes how long? 30 days and above. 

32. Does the bidding document state the date and time of opening and how close is it to the 

deadline for submission? 

Bid opening meeting is organized within 1 hour 

after submission of bids. 

33. Is the opening public? Yes, All interested parties can attend,  

34. Can late bids be accepted? No  

35. Can bids be rejected at bid opening? Yes. 

36. Are minutes taken? Yes, they are. 

37. Who may have a copy of the minutes? Secretary of Evaluation Committee has a copy of 

the minutes.  

38. Are the minutes free of charge? The bidder can read minutes. 

39. Who undertakes the evaluation (individual(s), permanent committee, ad-hoc committee)? Evaluation committee.   

40. What are the qualifications of the evaluators in respect to procurement and the goods and 

works under evaluation? 

State servants, citizen, professional union 

representatives. 

41. Is the decision of the evaluators final or is the evaluation subject to additional approvals? Yes. It’s final. 
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42. Are performance securities required for all types of procurement? Yes. 5 % of performance guarantee is required for 

contracts above 100 million MNT for goods and 

150 million MNT for works. 

43. Is the contract used that contained in the bidding document? Yes.  

44. Using at least three real examples how long between evaluation completion and contact 

effectiveness? 

40-75 calendar days. 

45. When an advance payment is made is a security required? Yes, it is required. 

46. When there is an advance payment what is the period between receipt of advance payment 

security and payment?  

Shall be regulated by Contracts. 

47. Are there a contracts management/expediting unit? Yes. 

48. Does the procurement department have the capacity to provide onsite management of works 

contracts 

Yes.  

49. Are there processes in place for the collection and clearance of cargo through ports of entry? Yes. 

50. Are there established goods receiving procedures? Yes. 

51. Are all goods received recorded as assets or inventory in a register or similar? Yes. 

52. Is the agency/procurement department familiar with letters of credit? No, we aren’t.  

53. Does the procurement department register and track warranty and latent defects liability 

periods? 

No. 

54. How long after financial evaluation is the selected firm to negotiate? 5 working days after authorization. 

55. Does the RFP outline the basis of negotiations? Yes, it does. 

56. What is the usual basis for negotiation? It agrees general condition of contract.  

57. Are minutes of negotiation taken and signed? Yes. 

58. How long after negotiations until the contract is signed? After successful agreement of negotiating parties. 
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59. Are advance payments made? Yes. 

60. Is an agency counterpart appointed to manage the day to day administration of the contract? Yes. 

61. Is there a process to review outputs? Yes, there is.  

62. Are there mandated time periods for the review of consulting outputs and reports? Yes, the guarantee period. 

Agency Procurement Processes, Consulting Services  Response 

63. Has the agency undertaken foreign assisted procurement of consulting services recently (last 

12 months, or last 36 months)? 

No. 

64. If the above is yes what were the major challenges? - 

65. Is there a procurement process manual for consulting services procurement? Yes. 

66. Is the manual up to date and does it cover foreign assisted projects? Yes. 

67. Who identifies the need for consulting services requirements? The Client, professional organization. 

68. Who drafts the ToR? The Evaluation Committee, professional committee 

drafts the ToR. 

69. Does the ToR follow a standard format such as background, tasks, inputs, objectives and 

outputs? 

Yes, it does.  

70. Is there a system in place that estimates time required for completion? Yes, there is.  

71. Is there a system in place to estimate the cost of consulting assignments? - 

72. Is there a standard request for proposals in use and has it been approved for use on ADB 

projects? 

- 

73. Who prepares the request for proposals? - 

74. At what amount must expressions of interest be advertised?  Inventory above 50.0 million MNT, Works above 

80.0 million MNT, consulting services above 30.0 

million MNT. 
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75. Historically what is the most common selection criteria? Technical and financial capacity, experience. 

76. What criteria are used to evaluate expression of interests? Technical and financial capacity, experience. 

77. Do firms have to pay for the proposal document? No. 

78. Do the evaluative criteria follow a pre-determined structure and is it detailed in the RFP? Yes. 

79. Are firms invited to undertake pre-proposal visits? Yes.  

80. Are public pre-proposal meetings held? Organized in case it’s required. 

81. Are minutes prepared and circulated after pre-proposal meetings? No. 

82. To who are minutes distributed? To every participant. 

83. Are all queries from consultants answered to in writing? Yes. 

84. Is there a clear deadline for submission stated in the RFP? Yes.  

85. Are late proposals accepted? No. 

86. Are the financial and technical proposals in separate envelopes? Yes.  

87. Are proposal securities required? Yes. 

88. Are technical proposals opened in public? No.  

89. Do the financial proposals remain sealed until technical evaluation is completed? Yes. 

90. Are minutes of technical opening distributed? No.  

91. Who undertakes the evaluation (individual(s), permanent committee, ad-hoc committee)? The evaluation committee does it. 

92. Does the evaluation employ merit points? Yes, it does.  

Records Keeping Risk Assessed as Low Ave. High 

93. Is there a referencing system for procurement files? 

Yes logical alpha numeric numbering system held in a central database (simple word or excel table acceptable) low, yes manual 

 +  
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system average, no system high 

94. Are original contracts secured in a fire and theft proof location? 

Yes in fire and theft proof storage low, under lock and key such as metal filing cabinet average, no in simple files in book cases or 

similar high 

 +  

95. Are copies of bids or proposals retained with the evaluation? 

A copy of each bids/proposal retained with evaluation, no or only the winners high 
+   

96. Are copies of the original advertisements retained with the pre-contract papers? 

Yes low, no high 
+   

97. Is there a single contract file with a copy of the contract and all subsequent contractual correspondence? 

Yes low, no high 
 +  

98. Are copies of invoices included with contract papers? 

Yes low, in a separate file and location but cross referenced to the contract average, no high 
 +  

99. For what period are records kept? 

Seven years or more low, five to seven years average, less than 5 years high 
+   
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Table 17b.1 -- Gunii Us Dalanzadgad PUSO – Procurement Capacity Assessment Questionnaire 

General Agency Resource Assessment Risk Assessed as Low Ave. High 

1. Does the agency have the legal identity to enter into contracts? 

If the EA has the capacity to enter into contracts state low. If it does not its selection as the EA requires reconsideration in 

consultation with OGC and COSO 

+ 
 

 
 

2. Is there a procurement department? 

If yes low, if procurement will be undertaken by an existing PIU average, if no unit or PIU high 
 +  

3. What procurement does it undertake? 

All agency procurement low, just project related average, just administrative high  
+   

4. Are the staff is provided with written job descriptions? 

All low, only senior average, no high 
+   

5. Does the agency’s charter or similar document clearly describe and assign the procurement function, responsibility and 

accountability to the procurement unit? 

Yes low, yes but only partially average, no high 

+   

6. How many years experience does the head of the procurement unit have in a direct procurement role? 

Of procurement more than 10 years low, more than 5 years average, less than 5 years high 
 +  

7. What are the head of unit’s technical, vocational and academic qualifications? 

Specific graduate procurement qualification low, engineering/technical/managerial qualification average, no qualification or 

unrelated qualification high 

+   

8. On average how many years of direct procurement experience has: 

a. Senior Management 

More than 7 years low, more than 4 years average, less than 4 years high 
  + 
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b. Professional Staff 

More than 7 years low, more than 4 years average, less than 4 years 
+   

c. Support Staff 

More than 3 years low, more than 1 year average, less than 1 year low 
+   

9. What are the technical, vocational and academic qualifications of staff in the procurement unit? 

a. Senior Management 

Specific graduate procurement qualification low, engineering/technical/managerial qualification average, no qualification or 

unrelated qualification high 

+   

b. Professional Staff 

Applicable vocational or procurement qualification low, engineering/technical/managerial qualification average, no qualification or 

unrelated qualification high 

+   

c. Support Staff 

Procurement/engineering/technical/managerial qualification low, high school graduate average, none high,  
 +  

10. Are the staff in the unit assigned on a full time permanent basis, seconded or part time? 

I.e. full time unit staff not simply full time EA staff, All full time permanent low, more than 75% full time average, less than 75% high 
+   

11. At what level does the department report (to the head of agency, deputy etc.)? 

Head of the agency low, second most senior level of the agency average, below the second level of the agency high 
 +  

12. Do the staff that will be involved with the procurement have English language skills (bi-lingual/mother tongue, 

working/technical, conversational/basic or limited/none)? 

   

xxv. Head of Unit 

Excellent low, good average, fair or less high 

 
 + 
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xxvi. Senior Management 

Excellent low, good average, fair or less high 

 
 + 

xxvii. Professional Staff 

Excellent low, good average, fair or less high 

 
 + 

xxviii. Support Staff 

Good low, fair average, poor high 

 
 + 

13. What is the degree of IT literacy?  

Literacy defined as “Excellent” the use of IT applications and database use (not creation) able to use off the shelf applications to interrogate, 

analyze and report on data. “Good” understands and uses word processing and spread sheet applications effectively.”Fair” Basic word 

processing 

xix. Senior Management 

Good low, fair average, poor high 
 + 

 

xx. Professional Staff 

Excellent low, good average, fair or less high 
 + 

 

xxi. Support Staff 

Excellent low, good average, fair or less high 
 

 + 

14. Is the number and qualifications of the staff sufficient to undertake the additional procurement that will be required under the 

proposed project? 

Yes low, yes but consulting support or training required average, no high 

+   

15. Does the unit have adequate facilities in terms of  

lxvii. Office accommodation 

Secure and reasonable environment with adequate space low, cramped but acceptable average, insufficient high 
 +  
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lxviii. Sufficient PCs number, and software licensing capacity  

All staff provided with direct access to current model PCs with required licensed applications low, limited access to current model 

PCs with licensed software average, limited access to obsolete PCs and unlicensed software high. PCs 

 +  

lxix. Furniture 

Good low, adequate average, poor low 
 +  

lxx. Printing and reproduction 

Sufficient dedicated printing and reproduction equipment to produce bidding documents and reports low, limited or shared facilities 

average, insufficient facilities high.  

 +  

lxxi. Aircon/Heating 

Suitable for the local climatic conditions low, low power or availability average, none high 
+   

lxxii. Local and IDD phones 

Access for head of unit, senior and professional staff IDD and all local low, only head of unit and senior staff IDD, all local average, 

less than IDD senior staff and all IDD high 

 +  

lxxiii. Power and back up 

Sufficient for loading with voltage and surge/spike protection low, sufficient for loading but no voltage surge/spike protection 

average, insufficient or unsafe high 

 +  

lxxiv. Physical office security 

Controlled access to all procurement offices and 24 hour security low, controlled access but no 24 hour security average, open 

access and not 24 hour security high 

 +  

lxxv. Secure storage (for contracts and bidding documents) 

Fire, theft and tamper proof storage for bidding documents, securities and contracts low, theft and tamperproof storage average, 

less than high 

 +  
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lxxvi. Access to transport 

Sufficient project vehicles or transport budget for transport in execution of official duties low, shared but limited resources or 

transport budget average, no access to transport high 

 +  

lxxvii. Office consumables 

Unit stocked with adequate office consumables and able to replenish easily low, sufficient stock but reordering complicated or 

lengthy average, no high 

 +  

16. Is the unit authorized to make administrative purchases and payments (for office supplies, national travel etc)? 

Unit can purchase supplies and consumables when required, approve and finance project travel etc. low, unit can requisition same 

but requires external approval average, not in the unit’s control high 

 +  

17. Is there a procurement training program? 

Unit has a comprehensive internal and external training program low, unit has either an internal or external training program 

average, no training program high 

 +  

Agency Procurement Processes, Goods and Works  

18. Has the agency undertaken foreign assisted procurement of goods or works recently (last 12 

months, or last 36 months)? 

No. 

19. If the above is yes, what were the major challenges? -. 

20. Is there a procurement process manual for goods and works? Yes, there is.  

21. If there is a manual is it up to date and does it cover foreign assisted procurement? Yes. 

22. Who identifies procurement requirements? Director,  

23. Who drafts the specifications? Chief engineer. 

24. Who approves the specification? Director. 

25. Are there standard bidding documents in use and have they been approved for use on ADB 

funded projects? 

Yes. 

26. Who drafts the bidding documents? Chief engineer 
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27. Who manages the sale of the document? Chief accountant. 

28. How is the price of the bidding document determined? Based on estimations. 

29. Who may purchase the document? The bidders may purchase the document. 

30. Are all queries from bidders replied to in writing? Yes.  

31. Is there a minimum period for preparation of bids and if yes how long? 1 month or 22 working days. 

32. Does the bidding document state the date and time of opening and how close is it to the 

deadline for submission? 

It is submitted according to the date stated in the 

bidding document.  

33. Is the opening public? Yes, it is.  

34. Can late bids be accepted? No.  

35. Can bids be rejected at bid opening? No.  

36. Are minutes taken? Yes, they are. 

37. Who may have a copy of the minutes? Secretary, chancellery. 

38. Are the minutes free of charge? Yes, they are.  

39. Who undertakes the evaluation (individual(s), permanent committee, ad-hoc committee)? Evaluation committee.   

40. What are the qualifications of the evaluators in respect to procurement and the goods and 

works under evaluation? 

Postgraduate education. 

41. Is the decision of the evaluators final or is the evaluation subject to additional approvals? Subject to additional approvals. 

42. Are performance securities required for all types of procurement? Yes 

43. Is the contract used that contained in the bidding document? No.  

44. Using at least three real examples how long between evaluation completion and contact 

effectiveness? 

- 

45. When an advance payment is made is a security required? Yes, it is required. 
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46. When there is an advance payment what is the period between receipt of advance payment 

security and payment?  

- 

47. Are there a contracts management/expediting unit? - 

48. Does the procurement department have the capacity to provide onsite management of works 

contracts 

-  

49. Are there processes in place for the collection and clearance of cargo through ports of entry? Yes. 

50. Are there established goods receiving procedures? Yes. 

51. Are all goods received recorded as assets or inventory in a register or similar? Yes.  

52. Is the agency/procurement department familiar with letters of credit? - 

53. Does the procurement department register and track warranty and latent defects liability 

periods? 

- 

54. How long after financial evaluation is the selected firm to negotiate? - 

55. Does the RFP outline the basis of negotiations? - 

56. What is the usual basis for negotiation? - 

57. Are minutes of negotiation taken and signed? - 

58. How long after negotiations until the contract is signed? - 

59. Are advance payments made? - 

60. Is an agency counterpart appointed to manage the day to day administration of the contract? - 

61. Is there a process to review outputs? - 

62. Are there mandated time periods for the review of consulting outputs and reports? - 

Agency Procurement Processes, Consulting Services  Response 

63. Has the agency undertaken foreign assisted procurement of consulting services recently (last 

12 months, or last 36 months)? 

No, we haven’t. 
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64. If the above is yes what were the major challenges? - 

65. Is there a procurement process manual for consulting services procurement? No.  

66. Is the manual up to date and does it cover foreign assisted projects? - 

67. Who identifies the need for consulting services requirements? - 

68. Who drafts the ToR? - 

69. Does the ToR follow a standard format such as background, tasks, inputs, objectives and 

outputs? 

- 

70. Is there a system in place that estimates time required for completion? - 

71. Is there a system in place to estimate the cost of consulting assignments? - 

72. Is there a standard request for proposals in use and has it been approved for use on ADB 

projects? 

- 

73. Who prepares the request for proposals? - 

74. At what amount must expressions of interest be advertised? - 

75. Historically what is the most common selection criteria? - 

76. What criteria is used to evaluate expression of interests? - 

77. Do firms have to pay for the proposal document? - 

78. Do the evaluative criteria follow a pre-determined structure and is it detailed in the RFP? - 

79. Are firms invited to undertake pre-proposal visits? - 

80. Are public pre-proposal meetings held? - 

81. Are minutes prepared and circulated after pre-proposal meetings? - 

82. To who are minutes distributed? - 
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83. Are all queries from consultants answered to in writing? - 

84. Is there a clear deadline for submission stated in the RFP? - 

85. Are late proposals accepted? - 

86. Are the financial and technical proposals in separate envelopes? - 

87. Are proposal securities required? - 

88. Are technical proposals opened in public? - 

89. Do the financial proposals remain sealed until technical evaluation is completed? - 

90. Are minutes of technical opening distributed? - 

91. Who undertakes the evaluation (individual(s), permanent committee, ad-hoc committee)? - 

92. Does the evaluation employ merit points? - 

Records Keeping Risk Assessed as Low Ave. High 

93. Is there a referencing system for procurement files? 

Yes logical alpha numeric numbering system held in a central database (simple word or excel table acceptable) low, yes manual 

system average, no system high 

 +  

94. Are original contracts secured in a fire and theft proof location? 

Yes in fire and theft proof storage low, under lock and key such as metal filing cabinet average, no in simple files in book cases or 

similar high 

 +  

95. Are copies of bids or proposals retained with the evaluation? 

A copy of each bids/proposal retained with evaluation, no or only the winners high 
 +  

96. Are copies of the original advertisements retained with the pre-contract papers? 

Yes low, no high 
 +  

97. Is there a single contract file with a copy of the contract and all subsequent contractual correspondence?   + 
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Yes low, no high 

98. Are copies of invoices included with contract papers? 

Yes low, in a separate file and location but cross referenced to the contract average, no high 
+   

99. For what period are records kept? 

Seven years or more low, five to seven years average, less than 5 years high 
+   
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Table 17b.2 -- Chandmani Ilch Dornogovi  PUSO – Procurement Capacity Assessment Questionnaire 

General Agency Resource Assessment Risk Assessed as Low Ave. High 

1. Does the agency have the legal identity to enter into contracts? 

If the EA has the capacity to enter into contracts state low. If it does not its selection as the EA requires reconsideration in 

consultation with OGC and COSO 

+ 
 

 
 

2. Is there a procurement department? 

If yes low, if procurement will be undertaken by an existing PIU average, if no unit or PIU high 
 +  

3. What procurement does it undertake? 

All agency procurement low, just project related average, just administrative high  
+   

4. Are the staff is provided with written job descriptions? 

All low, only senior average, no high 
+   

5. Does the agency’s charter or similar document clearly describe and assign the procurement function, responsibility and 

accountability to the procurement unit? 

Yes low, yes but only partially average, no high 

+   

6. How many years experience does the head of the procurement unit have in a direct procurement role? 

Of procurement more than 10 years low, more than 5 years average, less than 5 years high 
  + 

7. What are the head of unit’s technical, vocational and academic qualifications? 

Specific graduate procurement qualification low, engineering/technical/managerial qualification average, no qualification or 

unrelated qualification high 

 +  

8. On average how many years of direct procurement experience has: 

a. Senior Management 

More than 7 years low, more than 4 years average, less than 4 years high 
+   
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b. Professional Staff 

More than 7 years low, more than 4 years average, less than 4 years 
 +  

c. Support Staff 

More than 3 years low, more than 1 year average, less than 1 year low 
+   

9. What are the technical, vocational and academic qualifications of staff in the procurement unit? 

a. Senior Management 

Specific graduate procurement qualification low, engineering/technical/managerial qualification average, no qualification or 

unrelated qualification high 

 +  

b. Professional Staff 

Applicable vocational or procurement qualification low, engineering/technical/managerial qualification average, no qualification or 

unrelated qualification high 

 +  

c. Support Staff 

Procurement/engineering/technical/managerial qualification low, high school graduate average, none high,  
+   

10. Are the staff in the unit assigned on a full time permanent basis, seconded or part time? 

I.e. full time unit staff not simply full time EA staff, All full time permanent low, more than 75% full time average, less than 75% high 
+   

11. At what level does the department report (to the head of agency, deputy etc.)? 

Head of the agency low, second most senior level of the agency average, below the second level of the agency high 
+   

12. Do the staff that will be involved with the procurement have English language skills (bi-lingual/mother tongue, 

working/technical, conversational/basic or limited/none)? 

 +  

xxix. Head of Unit 

Excellent low, good average, fair or less high 

 
 + 
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xxx. Senior Management 

Excellent low, good average, fair or less high 

 
 + 

xxxi. Professional Staff 

Excellent low, good average, fair or less high 

 
 + 

xxxii. Support Staff 

Good low, fair average, poor high 

 
 + 

13. What is the degree of IT literacy?  

Literacy defined as “Excellent” the use of IT applications and database use (not creation) able to use off the shelf applications to interrogate, 

analyze and report on data. “Good” understands and uses word processing and spread sheet applications effectively.”Fair” Basic word 

processing 

xxii. Senior Management 

Good low, fair average, poor high 
 + 

 

xxiii. Professional Staff 

Excellent low, good average, fair or less high 
 + 

 

xxiv. Support Staff 

Excellent low, good average, fair or less high 
 

+  

14. Is the number and qualifications of the staff sufficient to undertake the additional procurement that will be required under the 

proposed project? 

Yes low, yes but consulting support or training required average, no high 

 +  

15. Does the unit have adequate facilities in terms of  

lxxviii. Office accommodation 

Secure and reasonable environment with adequate space low, cramped but acceptable average, insufficient high 
+   
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lxxix. Sufficient PCs number, and software licensing capacity  

All staff provided with direct access to current model PCs with required licensed applications low, limited access to current model 

PCs with licensed software average, limited access to obsolete PCs and unlicensed software high. PCs 

+   

lxxx. Furniture 

Good low, adequate average, poor low 
+   

lxxxi. Printing and reproduction 

Sufficient dedicated printing and reproduction equipment to produce bidding documents and reports low, limited or shared facilities 

average, insufficient facilities high.  

+   

lxxxii. Aircon/Heating 

Suitable for the local climatic conditions low, low power or availability average, none high 
+   

lxxxiii. Local and IDD phones 

Access for head of unit, senior and professional staff IDD and all local low, only head of unit and senior staff IDD, all local average, 

less than IDD senior staff and all IDD high 

+   

lxxxiv. Power and back up 

Sufficient for loading with voltage and surge/spike protection low, sufficient for loading but no voltage surge/spike protection 

average, insufficient or unsafe high 

+   

lxxxv. Physical office security 

Controlled access to all procurement offices and 24 hour security low, controlled access but no 24 hour security average, open 

access and not 24 hour security high 

 +  

lxxxvi. Secure storage (for contracts and bidding documents) 

Fire, theft and tamper proof storage for bidding documents, securities and contracts low, theft and tamperproof storage average, 

less than high 

+   
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lxxxvii. Access to transport 

Sufficient project vehicles or transport budget for transport in execution of official duties low, shared but limited resources or 

transport budget average, no access to transport high 

+   

lxxxviii. Office consumables 

Unit stocked with adequate office consumables and able to replenish easily low, sufficient stock but reordering complicated or 

lengthy average, no high 

+   

16. Is the unit authorized to make administrative purchases and payments (for office supplies, national travel etc)? 

Unit can purchase supplies and consumables when required, approve and finance project travel etc. low, unit can requisition same 

but requires external approval average, not in the unit’s control high 

+   

17. Is there a procurement training program? 

Unit has a comprehensive internal and external training program low, unit has either an internal or external training program 

average, no training program high 

  + 

Agency Procurement Processes, Goods and Works  

18. Has the agency undertaken foreign assisted procurement of goods or works recently (last 12 

months, or last 36 months)? 

Yes. 

19. If the above is yes, what were the major challenges? In some tenders excluded due to reason of being a 

local company. 

20. Is there a procurement process manual for goods and works? Yes.  

21. If there is a manual is it up to date and does it cover foreign assisted procurement? No. 

22. Who identifies procurement requirements? Client, Aimag Procurement department. 

23. Who drafts the specifications? Aimag Procurement department 

24. Who approves the specification? Aimag Procurement department 

25. Are there standard bidding documents in use and have they been approved for use on ADB 

funded projects? 

Yes. 
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26. Who drafts the bidding documents? Procurement department 

27. Who manages the sale of the document? Procurement department 

28. How is the price of the bidding document determined? Based on estimations. 

29. Who may purchase the document? The bidders may purchase the document. 

30. Are all queries from bidders replied to in writing? Yes.  

31. Is there a minimum period for preparation of bids and if yes how long? - 

32. Does the bidding document state the date and time of opening and how close is it to the 

deadline for submission? 

- 

33. Is the opening public? Yes, it is.  

34. Can late bids be accepted? No.  

35. Can bids be rejected at bid opening? No.  

36. Are minutes taken? Yes, they are. 

37. Who may have a copy of the minutes? Secretary. 

38. Are the minutes free of charge? Yes.  

39. Who undertakes the evaluation (individual(s), permanent committee, ad-hoc committee)? Evaluation committee.   

40. What are the qualifications of the evaluators in respect to procurement and the goods and 

works under evaluation? 

Postgraduate education. 

41. Is the decision of the evaluators final or is the evaluation subject to additional approvals? Final. 

42. Are performance securities required for all types of procurement? - 

43. Is the contract used that contained in the bidding document? -  

44. Using at least three real examples how long between evaluation completion and contact 

effectiveness? 

- 
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45. When an advance payment is made is a security required? - 

46. When there is an advance payment what is the period between receipt of advance payment 

security and payment?  

- 

47. Are there a contracts management/expediting unit? - 

48. Does the procurement department have the capacity to provide onsite management of works 

contracts 

-  

49. Are there processes in place for the collection and clearance of cargo through ports of entry? - 

50. Are there established goods receiving procedures? - 

51. Are all goods received recorded as assets or inventory in a register or similar? - 

52. Is the agency/procurement department familiar with letters of credit? - 

53. Does the procurement department register and track warranty and latent defects liability 

periods? 

- 

54. How long after financial evaluation is the selected firm to negotiate? - 

55. Does the RFP outline the basis of negotiations? - 

56. What is the usual basis for negotiation? - 

57. Are minutes of negotiation taken and signed? - 

58. How long after negotiations until the contract is signed? - 

59. Are advance payments made? - 

60. Is an agency counterpart appointed to manage the day to day administration of the contract? - 

61. Is there a process to review outputs? - 

62. Are there mandated time periods for the review of consulting outputs and reports? - 

Agency Procurement Processes, Consulting Services  Response 
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63. Has the agency undertaken foreign assisted procurement of consulting services recently (last 

12 months, or last 36 months)? 

No. 

64. If the above is yes what were the major challenges? - 

65. Is there a procurement process manual for consulting services procurement? No.  

66. Is the manual up to date and does it cover foreign assisted projects? - 

67. Who identifies the need for consulting services requirements? - 

68. Who drafts the ToR? - 

69. Does the ToR follow a standard format such as background, tasks, inputs, objectives and 

outputs? 

- 

70. Is there a system in place that estimates time required for completion? - 

71. Is there a system in place to estimate the cost of consulting assignments? - 

72. Is there a standard request for proposals in use and has it been approved for use on ADB 

projects? 

- 

73. Who prepares the request for proposals? - 

74. At what amount must expressions of interest be advertised? - 

75. Historically what is the most common selection criteria? - 

76. What criteria is used to evaluate expression of interests? - 

77. Do firms have to pay for the proposal document? - 

78. Do the evaluative criteria follow a pre-determined structure and is it detailed in the RFP? - 

79. Are firms invited to undertake pre-proposal visits? - 

80. Are public pre-proposal meetings held? - 
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81. Are minutes prepared and circulated after pre-proposal meetings? - 

82. To who are minutes distributed? - 

83. Are all queries from consultants answered to in writing? - 

84. Is there a clear deadline for submission stated in the RFP? - 

85. Are late proposals accepted? - 

86. Are the financial and technical proposals in separate envelopes? - 

87. Are proposal securities required? - 

88. Are technical proposals opened in public? - 

89. Do the financial proposals remain sealed until technical evaluation is completed? - 

90. Are minutes of technical opening distributed? - 

91. Who undertakes the evaluation (individual(s), permanent committee, ad-hoc committee)? - 

92. Does the evaluation employ merit points? - 

Records Keeping Risk Assessed as Low Ave. High 

93. Is there a referencing system for procurement files? 

Yes logical alpha numeric numbering system held in a central database (simple word or excel table acceptable) low, yes manual 

system average, no system high 

 +  

94. Are original contracts secured in a fire and theft proof location? 

Yes in fire and theft proof storage low, under lock and key such as metal filing cabinet average, no in simple files in book cases or 

similar high 

 +  

95. Are copies of bids or proposals retained with the evaluation? 

A copy of each bids/proposal retained with evaluation, no or only the winners high 
 +  

96. Are copies of the original advertisements retained with the pre-contract papers?  +  
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Yes low, no high 

97. Is there a single contract file with a copy of the contract and all subsequent contractual correspondence? 

Yes low, no high 
 +  

98. Are copies of invoices included with contract papers? 

Yes low, in a separate file and location but cross referenced to the contract average, no high 
 +  

99. For what period are records kept? 

Seven years or more low, five to seven years average, less than 5 years high 
+   
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Table 17b.3 -- Ongi us suvag PUSO Procurement Capacity Assessment Questionnaire 

General Agency Resource Assessment Risk Assessed as Low Ave. High 

1. Does the agency have the legal identity to enter into contracts? 

If the EA has the capacity to enter into contracts state low. If it does not its selection as the EA requires reconsideration in 

consultation with OGC and COSO 

+ 
 

 
 

2. Is there a procurement department? 

If yes low, if procurement will be undertaken by an existing PIU average, if no unit or PIU high 
 +  

3. What procurement does it undertake? 

All agency procurement low, just project related average, just administrative high  
  + 

4. Are the staff is provided with written job descriptions? 

All low, only senior average, no high 
+   

5. Does the agency’s charter or similar document clearly describe and assign the procurement function, responsibility and 

accountability to the procurement unit? 

Yes low, yes but only partially average, no high 

  + 

6. How many years experience does the head of the procurement unit have in a direct procurement role? 

Of procurement more than 10 years low, more than 5 years average, less than 5 years high 
  + 

7. What are the head of unit’s technical, vocational and academic qualifications? 

Specific graduate procurement qualification low, engineering/technical/managerial qualification average, no qualification or 

unrelated qualification high 

 +  

8. On average how many years of direct procurement experience has: 

a. Senior Management 

More than 7 years low, more than 4 years average, less than 4 years high 
 +  
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b. Professional Staff 

More than 7 years low, more than 4 years average, less than 4 years 
+   

c. Support Staff 

More than 3 years low, more than 1 year average, less than 1 year low 
 +  

9. What are the technical, vocational and academic qualifications of staff in the procurement unit? 

a. Senior Management 

Specific graduate procurement qualification low, engineering/technical/managerial qualification average, no qualification or 

unrelated qualification high 

 +  

b. Professional Staff 

Applicable vocational or procurement qualification low, engineering/technical/managerial qualification average, no qualification or 

unrelated qualification high 

+   

c. Support Staff 

Procurement/engineering/technical/managerial qualification low, high school graduate average, none high,  
 +  

10. Are the staff in the unit assigned on a full time permanent basis, seconded or part time? 

I.e. full time unit staff not simply full time EA staff, All full time permanent low, more than 75% full time average, less than 75% high 
+   

11. At what level does the department report (to the head of agency, deputy etc.)? 

Head of the agency low, second most senior level of the agency average, below the second level of the agency high 
+   

12. Do the staff that will be involved with the procurement have English language skills (bi-lingual/mother tongue, 

working/technical, conversational/basic or limited/none)? 

  + 

xxxiii. Head of Unit 

Excellent low, good average, fair or less high 

 
 + 
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xxxiv. Senior Management 

Excellent low, good average, fair or less high 

 
 + 

xxxv. Professional Staff 

Excellent low, good average, fair or less high 

 
 + 

xxxvi. Support Staff 

Good low, fair average, poor high 

 
 + 

13. What is the degree of IT literacy?  

Literacy defined as “Excellent” the use of IT applications and database use (not creation) able to use off the shelf applications to interrogate, 

analyze and report on data. “Good” understands and uses word processing and spread sheet applications effectively.”Fair” Basic word 

processing 

xxv. Senior Management 

Good low, fair average, poor high 
+  

 

xxvi. Professional Staff 

Excellent low, good average, fair or less high 
 + 

 

xxvii. Support Staff 

Excellent low, good average, fair or less high 
 

+  

14. Is the number and qualifications of the staff sufficient to undertake the additional procurement that will be required under the 

proposed project? 

Yes low, yes but consulting support or training required average, no high 

+   

15. Does the unit have adequate facilities in terms of  

lxxxix. Office accommodation 

Secure and reasonable environment with adequate space low, cramped but acceptable average, insufficient high 
+   
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xc. Sufficient PCs number, and software licensing capacity  

All staff provided with direct access to current model PCs with required licensed applications low, limited access to current model 

PCs with licensed software average, limited access to obsolete PCs and unlicensed software high. PCs 

+   

xci. Furniture 

Good low, adequate average, poor low 
+   

xcii. Printing and reproduction 

Sufficient dedicated printing and reproduction equipment to produce bidding documents and reports low, limited or shared facilities 

average, insufficient facilities high.  

+   

xciii. Aircon/Heating 

Suitable for the local climatic conditions low, low power or availability average, none high 
+   

xciv. Local and IDD phones 

Access for head of unit, senior and professional staff IDD and all local low, only head of unit and senior staff IDD, all local average, 

less than IDD senior staff and all IDD high 

 +  

xcv. Power and back up 

Sufficient for loading with voltage and surge/spike protection low, sufficient for loading but no voltage surge/spike protection 

average, insufficient or unsafe high 

+   

xcvi. Physical office security 

Controlled access to all procurement offices and 24 hour security low, controlled access but no 24 hour security average, open 

access and not 24 hour security high 

+   

xcvii. Secure storage (for contracts and bidding documents) 

Fire, theft and tamper proof storage for bidding documents, securities and contracts low, theft and tamperproof storage average, 

less than high 

+   
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xcviii. Access to transport 

Sufficient project vehicles or transport budget for transport in execution of official duties low, shared but limited resources or 

transport budget average, no access to transport high 

+   

xcix. Office consumables 

Unit stocked with adequate office consumables and able to replenish easily low, sufficient stock but reordering complicated or 

lengthy average, no high 

+   

16. Is the unit authorized to make administrative purchases and payments (for office supplies, national travel etc)? 

Unit can purchase supplies and consumables when required, approve and finance project travel etc. low, unit can requisition same 

but requires external approval average, not in the unit’s control high 

 +  

17. Is there a procurement training program? 

Unit has a comprehensive internal and external training program low, unit has either an internal or external training program 

average, no training program high 

  + 

Agency Procurement Processes, Goods and Works  

18. Has the agency undertaken foreign assisted procurement of goods or works recently (last 12 

months, or last 36 months)? 

No. 

19. If the above is yes, what were the major challenges? - 

20. Is there a procurement process manual for goods and works? - 

21. If there is a manual is it up to date and does it cover foreign assisted procurement? - 

22. Who identifies procurement requirements? Chief  specialist 

23. Who drafts the specifications? Chief specialist 

24. Who approves the specification? Chief specialist 

25. Are there standard bidding documents in use and have they been approved for use on ADB 

funded projects? 

No. 

26. Who drafts the bidding documents? Chief specialist 
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27. Who manages the sale of the document? Chief specialist 

28. How is the price of the bidding document determined? Based on estimations. 

29. Who may purchase the document? The bidders may purchase the document. 

30. Are all queries from bidders replied to in writing? Yes.  

31. Is there a minimum period for preparation of bids and if yes how long? - 

32. Does the bidding document state the date and time of opening and how close is it to the 

deadline for submission? 

Yes, the date is indicated. 

33. Is the opening public? Yes, it is.  

34. Can late bids be accepted? No.  

35. Can bids be rejected at bid opening? No.  

36. Are minutes taken? Yes. 

37. Who may have a copy of the minutes? Secretary. 

38. Are the minutes free of charge? Yes.  

39. Who undertakes the evaluation (individual(s), permanent committee, ad-hoc committee)? Evaluation committee.   

40. What are the qualifications of the evaluators in respect to procurement and the goods and 

works under evaluation? 

Postgraduate education. 

41. Is the decision of the evaluators final or is the evaluation subject to additional approvals? Final. 

42. Are performance securities required for all types of procurement? No 

43. Is the contract used that contained in the bidding document? Yes 

44. Using at least three real examples how long between evaluation completion and contact 

effectiveness? 

Within the timeframe of the valid date of bid. 

Contract is effective by signing the contract by 

parties. 
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45. When an advance payment is made is a security required? Yes. 

46. When there is an advance payment what is the period between receipt of advance payment 

security and payment?  

- 

47. Are there a contracts management/expediting unit? No 

48. Does the procurement department have the capacity to provide onsite management of works 

contracts 

Very little. 

49. Are there processes in place for the collection and clearance of cargo through ports of entry? - 

50. Are there established goods receiving procedures? Yes. 

51. Are all goods received recorded as assets or inventory in a register or similar? Yes. 

52. Is the agency/procurement department familiar with letters of credit? Yes. 

53. Does the procurement department register and track warranty and latent defects liability 

periods? 

Yes. It’s registered. 

54. How long after financial evaluation is the selected firm to negotiate? Within 5 working days. 

55. Does the RFP outline the basis of negotiations? Yes 

56. What is the usual basis for negotiation? General conditions 

57. Are minutes of negotiation taken and signed? Yes. 

58. How long after negotiations until the contract is signed? Yes. 

59. Are advance payments made? According to contract terms. 

60. Is an agency counterpart appointed to manage the day to day administration of the contract? Yes. 

61. Is there a process to review outputs? Yes. 

62. Are there mandated time periods for the review of consulting outputs and reports? Yes. 

Agency Procurement Processes, Consulting Services  Response 
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63. Has the agency undertaken foreign assisted procurement of consulting services recently (last 

12 months, or last 36 months)? 

No. 

64. If the above is yes what were the major challenges? - 

65. Is there a procurement process manual for consulting services procurement? Yes.  

66. Is the manual up to date and does it cover foreign assisted projects? Yes. 

67. Who identifies the need for consulting services requirements? Chief specialist 

68. Who drafts the ToR? Chief specialist 

69. Does the ToR follow a standard format such as background, tasks, inputs, objectives and 

outputs? 

Yes. 

70. Is there a system in place that estimates time required for completion? Yes 

71. Is there a system in place to estimate the cost of consulting assignments? No. 

72. Is there a standard request for proposals in use and has it been approved for use on ADB 

projects? 

Yes. 

73. Who prepares the request for proposals? Related staff 

74. At what amount must expressions of interest be advertised? - Goods- 50 million MNT, Work- 80 million 

MNT. 

75. Historically what is the most common selection criteria? License 

76. What criteria is used to evaluate expression of interests? Experience 

77. Do firms have to pay for the proposal document? Yes. 

78. Do the evaluative criteria follow a pre-determined structure and is it detailed in the RFP? Yes. 

79. Are firms invited to undertake pre-proposal visits? Yes. 

80. Are public pre-proposal meetings held? No 
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81. Are minutes prepared and circulated after pre-proposal meetings? No 

82. To who are minutes distributed? No 

83. Are all queries from consultants answered to in writing? Yes answered in writing. 

84. Is there a clear deadline for submission stated in the RFP? Yes. 

85. Are late proposals accepted? No. 

86. Are the financial and technical proposals in separate envelopes? Yes. 

87. Are proposal securities required? Required. 

88. Are technical proposals opened in public? Yes. 

89. Do the financial proposals remain sealed until technical evaluation is completed? No. 

90. Are minutes of technical opening distributed? Yes distributed. 

91. Who undertakes the evaluation (individual(s), permanent committee, ad-hoc committee)? Ad-hoc committee. 

92. Does the evaluation employ merit points? Yes. 

Records Keeping Risk Assessed as Low Ave. High 

93. Is there a referencing system for procurement files? 

Yes logical alpha numeric numbering system held in a central database (simple word or excel table acceptable) low, yes manual 

system average, no system high 

 +  

94. Are original contracts secured in a fire and theft proof location? 

Yes in fire and theft proof storage low, under lock and key such as metal filing cabinet average, no in simple files in book cases or 

similar high 

+   

95. Are copies of bids or proposals retained with the evaluation? 

A copy of each bids/proposal retained with evaluation, no or only the winners high 
+   

96. Are copies of the original advertisements retained with the pre-contract papers? +   
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Yes low, no high 

97. Is there a single contract file with a copy of the contract and all subsequent contractual correspondence? 

Yes low, no high 
  + 

98. Are copies of invoices included with contract papers? 

Yes low, in a separate file and location but cross referenced to the contract average, no high 
  + 

99. For what period are records kept? 

Seven years or more low, five to seven years average, less than 5 years high 
+   
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Table 17b.4 – Undarlag PUSO -- Procurement Capacity Assessment Questionnaire 

General Agency Resource Assessment Risk Assessed as Low Ave. High 

1. Does the agency have the legal identity to enter into contracts? 

If the EA has the capacity to enter into contracts state low. If it does not its selection as the EA requires reconsideration in 

consultation with OGC and COSO 

+ 
 

 
 

2. Is there a procurement department? 

If yes low, if procurement will be undertaken by an existing PIU average, if no unit or PIU high 
 +  

3. What procurement does it undertake? 

All agency procurement low, just project related average, just administrative high  
  + 

4. Are the staff is provided with written job descriptions? All low, only senior average, no high +   

5. Does the agency’s charter or similar document clearly describe and assign the procurement function, responsibility and 

accountability to the procurement unit? Yes low, yes but only partially average, no high 
  + 

6. How many years experience does the head of the procurement unit have in a direct procurement role? 

Of procurement more than 10 years low, more than 5 years average, less than 5 years high 
 +  

7. What are the head of unit’s technical, vocational and academic qualifications? 

Specific graduate procurement qualification low, engineering/technical/managerial qualification average, no qualification or 

unrelated qualification high 

 +  

8. On average how many years of direct procurement experience has: 

a. Senior Management 

More than 7 years low, more than 4 years average, less than 4 years high 
+   

b. Professional Staff 

More than 7 years low, more than 4 years average, less than 4 years 
+   
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c. Support Staff 

More than 3 years low, more than 1 year average, less than 1 year low 
+   

9. What are the technical, vocational and academic qualifications of staff in the procurement unit? 

a. Senior Management 

Specific graduate procurement qualification low, engineering/technical/managerial qualification average, no qualification or 

unrelated qualification high 

 +  

b. Professional Staff 

Applicable vocational or procurement qualification low, engineering/technical/managerial qualification average, no qualification or 

unrelated qualification high 

+   

c. Support Staff 

Procurement/engineering/technical/managerial qualification low, high school graduate average, none high,  
 +  

10. Are the staff in the unit assigned on a full time permanent basis, seconded or part time? 

I.e. full time unit staff not simply full time EA staff, All full time permanent low, more than 75% full time average, less than 75% high 
+   

11. At what level does the department report (to the head of agency, deputy etc.)? 

Head of the agency low, second most senior level of the agency average, below the second level of the agency high 
+   

12. Do the staff that will be involved with the procurement have English language skills (bi-lingual/mother tongue, 

working/technical, conversational/basic or limited/none)? 

  + 

xxxvii. Head of Unit 

Excellent low, good average, fair or less high 

 
 + 

xxxviii. Senior Management 

Excellent low, good average, fair or less high 

 
 + 
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xxxix. Professional Staff 

Excellent low, good average, fair or less high 

 
 + 

xl. Support Staff 

Good low, fair average, poor high 

 
 + 

13. What is the degree of IT literacy?  

Literacy defined as “Excellent” the use of IT applications and database use (not creation) able to use off the shelf applications to interrogate, 

analyze and report on data. “Good” understands and uses word processing and spread sheet applications effectively.”Fair” Basic word 

processing 

xxviii. Senior Management 

Good low, fair average, poor high 
+  

 

xxix. Professional Staff 

Excellent low, good average, fair or less high 
+  

 

xxx. Support Staff 

Excellent low, good average, fair or less high 
 

+  

14. Is the number and qualifications of the staff sufficient to undertake the additional procurement that will be required under the 

proposed project? 

Yes low, yes but consulting support or training required average, no high 

+   

15. Does the unit have adequate facilities in terms of  

c. Office accommodation 

Secure and reasonable environment with adequate space low, cramped but acceptable average, insufficient high 
+   

ci. Sufficient PCs number, and software licensing capacity  

All staff provided with direct access to current model PCs with required licensed applications low, limited access to current model 

PCs with licensed software average, limited access to obsolete PCs and unlicensed software high. PCs 

+   
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cii. Furniture 

Good low, adequate average, poor low 
+   

ciii. Printing and reproduction 

Sufficient dedicated printing and reproduction equipment to produce bidding documents and reports low, limited or shared facilities 

average, insufficient facilities high.  

+   

civ. Aircon/Heating 

Suitable for the local climatic conditions low, low power or availability average, none high 
+   

cv. Local and IDD phones 

Access for head of unit, senior and professional staff IDD and all local low, only head of unit and senior staff IDD, all local average, 

less than IDD senior staff and all IDD high 

+   

cvi. Power and back up 

Sufficient for loading with voltage and surge/spike protection low, sufficient for loading but no voltage surge/spike protection 

average, insufficient or unsafe high 

  + 

cvii. Physical office security 

Controlled access to all procurement offices and 24 hour security low, controlled access but no 24 hour security average, open 

access and not 24 hour security high 

+   

cviii. Secure storage (for contracts and bidding documents) 

Fire, theft and tamper proof storage for bidding documents, securities and contracts low, theft and tamperproof storage average, 

less than high 

 +  

cix. Access to transport 

Sufficient project vehicles or transport budget for transport in execution of official duties low, shared but limited resources or 

transport budget average, no access to transport high 

+   
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cx. Office consumables 

Unit stocked with adequate office consumables and able to replenish easily low, sufficient stock but reordering complicated or 

lengthy average, no high 

+   

16. Is the unit authorized to make administrative purchases and payments (for office supplies, national travel etc)? 

Unit can purchase supplies and consumables when required, approve and finance project travel etc. low, unit can requisition same 

but requires external approval average, not in the unit’s control high 

 +  

17. Is there a procurement training program? 

Unit has a comprehensive internal and external training program low, unit has either an internal or external training program 

average, no training program high 

  + 

Agency Procurement Processes, Goods and Works  

18. Has the agency undertaken foreign assisted procurement of goods or works recently (last 12 

months, or last 36 months)? 

No. 

19. If the above is yes, what were the major challenges? - 

20. Is there a procurement process manual for goods and works? No 

21. If there is a manual is it up to date and does it cover foreign assisted procurement? - 

22. Who identifies procurement requirements? Chief  engineer, Chief accountant 

23. Who drafts the specifications? Chief  engineer, Chief accountant 

24. Who approves the specification? Chief engineer 

25. Are there standard bidding documents in use and have they been approved for use on ADB 

funded projects? 

No. 

26. Who drafts the bidding documents? Chief engineer 

27. Who manages the sale of the document? Chief engineer 

28. How is the price of the bidding document determined? Based on budget estimations. 
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29. Who may purchase the document? The bidders may purchase the document. 

30. Are all queries from bidders replied to in writing? Yes.  

31. Is there a minimum period for preparation of bids and if yes how long? - 

32. Does the bidding document state the date and time of opening and how close is it to the 

deadline for submission? 

Yes, the date and time is indicated. 

33. Is the opening public? Yes, the opening is public.  

34. Can late bids be accepted? No.  

35. Can bids be rejected at bid opening? No.  

36. Are minutes taken? Yes. 

37. Who may have a copy of the minutes? Secretary of the evaluation committee. 

38. Are the minutes free of charge? Yes.  

39. Who undertakes the evaluation (individual(s), permanent committee, ad-hoc committee)? Evaluation committee.   

40. What are the qualifications of the evaluators in respect to procurement and the goods and 

works under evaluation? 

Tertiary education. 

41. Is the decision of the evaluators final or is the evaluation subject to additional approvals? Final. 

42. Are performance securities required for all types of procurement? No 

43. Is the contract used that contained in the bidding document? Yes 

44. Using at least three real examples how long between evaluation completion and contact 

effectiveness? 

Within the timeframe of the valid date of bid. 

Contract is effective by signing the contract 

by parties. Selection is made within 30-45 

days. 

45. When an advance payment is made is a security required? No. 
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46. When there is an advance payment what is the period between receipt of advance payment 

security and payment?  

Depends on percentage of performance. 

47. Are there a contracts management/expediting unit? No 

48. Does the procurement department have the capacity to provide onsite management of works 

contracts 

Yes. 

49. Are there processes in place for the collection and clearance of cargo through ports of entry? Yes 

50. Are there established goods receiving procedures? Yes. 

51. Are all goods received recorded as assets or inventory in a register or similar? Yes. 

52. Is the agency/procurement department familiar with letters of credit? Yes. 

53. Does the procurement department register and track warranty and latent defects liability 

periods? 

Yes. It’s registered. 

54. How long after financial evaluation is the selected firm to negotiate? Within 5 working days. 

55. Does the RFP outline the basis of negotiations? Yes 

56. What is the usual basis for negotiation? General conditions such as contract 

duration, payment and work conditions. 

57. Are minutes of negotiation taken and signed? Yes. 

58. How long after negotiations until the contract is signed? Yes. 

59. Are advance payments made? According to contract terms. 

60. Is an agency counterpart appointed to manage the day to day administration of the contract? Yes. 

61. Is there a process to review outputs? Yes. 

62. Are there mandated time periods for the review of consulting outputs and reports? Yes. 

Agency Procurement Processes, Consulting Services  Response 
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63. Has the agency undertaken foreign assisted procurement of consulting services recently (last 

12 months, or last 36 months)? 

No. 

64. If the above is yes what were the major challenges? - 

65. Is there a procurement process manual for consulting services procurement? Yes.  

66. Is the manual up to date and does it cover foreign assisted projects? No. 

67. Who identifies the need for consulting services requirements? Chief engineer 

68. Who drafts the ToR? Chief engineer 

69. Does the ToR follow a standard format such as background, tasks, inputs, objectives and 

outputs? 

Yes. 

70. Is there a system in place that estimates time required for completion? Yes 

71. Is there a system in place to estimate the cost of consulting assignments? No. 

72. Is there a standard request for proposals in use and has it been approved for use on ADB 

projects? 

Yes. 

73. Who prepares the request for proposals? Chief engineer 

74. At what amount must expressions of interest be advertised? Goods-above 10 million MNT, Works-  

above 80 million MNT. 

75. Historically what is the most common selection criteria? Special permits, Licenses, work experience, 

budget proposal. 

76. What criteria is used to evaluate expression of interests? Experience 

77. Do firms have to pay for the proposal document? Yes. 

78. Do the evaluative criteria follow a pre-determined structure and is it detailed in the RFP? Yes. Follow the structure. 

79. Are firms invited to undertake pre-proposal visits? Yes. 
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80. Are public pre-proposal meetings held? No 

81. Are minutes prepared and circulated after pre-proposal meetings? No 

82. To who are minutes distributed? No 

83. Are all queries from consultants answered to in writing? Yes answered in writing. 

84. Is there a clear deadline for submission stated in the RFP? Yes. 

85. Are late proposals accepted? No. 

86. Are the financial and technical proposals in separate envelopes? Yes. 

87. Are proposal securities required? Yes. Required. 

88. Are technical proposals opened in public? Yes. 

89. Do the financial proposals remain sealed until technical evaluation is completed? No. 

90. Are minutes of technical opening distributed? Yes distributed. 

91. Who undertakes the evaluation (individual(s), permanent committee, ad-hoc committee)? Ad-hoc committee. 

92. Does the evaluation employ merit points? Yes. 

Records Keeping Risk Assessed as Low Ave. High 

93. Is there a referencing system for procurement files? 

Yes logical alpha numeric numbering system held in a central database (simple word or excel table acceptable) low, yes manual 

system average, no system high 

 +  

94. Are original contracts secured in a fire and theft proof location? 

Yes in fire and theft proof storage low, under lock and key such as metal filing cabinet average, no in simple files in book cases or 

similar high 

+   

95. Are copies of bids or proposals retained with the evaluation? 

A copy of each bids/proposal retained with evaluation, no or only the winners high 
+   
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96. Are copies of the original advertisements retained with the pre-contract papers? 

Yes low, no high 
+   

97. Is there a single contract file with a copy of the contract and all subsequent contractual correspondence? 

Yes low, no high 
  + 

98. Are copies of invoices included with contract papers? 

Yes low, in a separate file and location but cross referenced to the contract average, no high 
  + 

99. For what period are records kept? 

Seven years or more low, five to seven years average, less than 5 years high 
+   
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Table 17b.5 -- Khuvsgul USNAAK PUSO -- Procurement Capacity Assessment Questionnaire 

General Agency Resource Assessment Risk Assessed as Low Ave. High 

1. Does the agency have the legal identity to enter into contracts? 

If the EA has the capacity to enter into contracts state low. If it does not its selection as the EA requires reconsideration in 

consultation with OGC and COSO 

+ 
 

 
 

2. Is there a procurement department? 

If yes low, if procurement will be undertaken by an existing PIU average, if no unit or PIU high 
 +  

3. What procurement does it undertake? 

All agency procurement low, just project related average, just administrative high  
  + 
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4. Are the staff is provided with written job descriptions? 

All low, only senior average, no high 
+   

5. Does the agency’s charter or similar document clearly describe and assign the procurement function, responsibility and 

accountability to the procurement unit? 

Yes low, yes but only partially average, no high 

 +  

6. How many years experience does the head of the procurement unit have in a direct procurement role? 

Of procurement more than 10 years low, more than 5 years average, less than 5 years high 
 +  

7. What are the head of unit’s technical, vocational and academic qualifications? 

Specific graduate procurement qualification low, engineering/technical/managerial qualification average, no qualification or 

unrelated qualification high 

 +  

8. On average how many years of direct procurement experience has: 

a. Senior Management  

b. More than 7 years low, more than 4 years average, less than 4 years high 
+   

c. Professional Staff 

More than 7 years low, more than 4 years average, less than 4 years 
+   

d. Support Staff 

More than 3 years low, more than 1 year average, less than 1 year low 
+   

9. What are the technical, vocational and academic qualifications of staff in the procurement unit? 

a. Senior Management 

Specific graduate procurement qualification low, engineering/technical/managerial qualification average, no qualification or 

unrelated qualification high 

+   
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b. Professional Staff 

Applicable vocational or procurement qualification low, engineering/technical/managerial qualification average, no qualification or 

unrelated qualification high 

+   

c. Support Staff 

Procurement/engineering/technical/managerial qualification low, high school graduate average, none high,  
 +  

10. Are the staff in the unit assigned on a full time permanent basis, seconded or part time? 

I.e. full time unit staff not simply full time EA staff, All full time permanent low, more than 75% full time average, less than 75% high 
+   

11. At what level does the department report (to the head of agency, deputy etc.)? 

Head of the agency low, second most senior level of the agency average, below the second level of the agency high 
+   

12. Do the staff that will be involved with the procurement have English language skills (bi-lingual/mother tongue, 

working/technical, conversational/basic or limited/none)? 

   

xli. Head of Unit 

Excellent low, good average, fair or less high 

 
+  

xlii. Senior Management 

Excellent low, good average, fair or less high 

 
+  

xliii. Professional Staff 

Excellent low, good average, fair or less high 

 
+  

xliv. Support Staff 

Good low, fair average, poor high 

 
+  

13. What is the degree of IT literacy?  

Literacy defined as “Excellent” the use of IT applications and database use (not creation) able to use off the shelf applications to interrogate, 

analyze and report on data. “Good” understands and uses word processing and spread sheet applications effectively.”Fair” Basic word 

processing 
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xxxi. Senior Management 

Good low, fair average, poor high 
 + 

 

xxxii. Professional Staff 

Excellent low, good average, fair or less high 
 + 

 

xxxiii. Support Staff 

Excellent low, good average, fair or less high 
 

+  

14. Is the number and qualifications of the staff sufficient to undertake the additional procurement that will be required under the 

proposed project? 

Yes low, yes but consulting support or training required average, no high 

+   

15. Does the unit have adequate facilities in terms of  

cxi. Office accommodation 

Secure and reasonable environment with adequate space low, cramped but acceptable average, insufficient high 
+   

cxii. Sufficient PCs number, and software licensing capacity  

All staff provided with direct access to current model PCs with required licensed applications low, limited access to current model 

PCs with licensed software average, limited access to obsolete PCs and unlicensed software high. PCs 

+   

cxiii. Furniture 

Good low, adequate average, poor low 
+   

cxiv. Printing and reproduction 

Sufficient dedicated printing and reproduction equipment to produce bidding documents and reports low, limited or shared facilities 

average, insufficient facilities high.  

+   

cxv. Aircon/Heating 

Suitable for the local climatic conditions low, low power or availability average, none high 
+   
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cxvi. Local and IDD phones 

Access for head of unit, senior and professional staff IDD and all local low, only head of unit and senior staff IDD, all local average, 

less than IDD senior staff and all IDD high 

+   

cxvii. Power and back up 

Sufficient for loading with voltage and surge/spike protection low, sufficient for loading but no voltage surge/spike protection 

average, insufficient or unsafe high 

+   

cxviii. Physical office security 

Controlled access to all procurement offices and 24 hour security low, controlled access but no 24 hour security average, open 

access and not 24 hour security high 

 +  

cxix. Secure storage (for contracts and bidding documents) 

Fire, theft and tamper proof storage for bidding documents, securities and contracts low, theft and tamperproof storage average, 

less than high 

+   

cxx. Access to transport 

Sufficient project vehicles or transport budget for transport in execution of official duties low, shared but limited resources or 

transport budget average, no access to transport high 

+   

cxxi. Office consumables 

Unit stocked with adequate office consumables and able to replenish easily low, sufficient stock but reordering complicated or 

lengthy average, no high 

+   

16. Is the unit authorized to make administrative purchases and payments (for office supplies, national travel etc)? 

Unit can purchase supplies and consumables when required, approve and finance project travel etc. low, unit can requisition same 

but requires external approval average, not in the unit’s control high 

+   

17. Is there a procurement training program? 

Unit has a comprehensive internal and external training program low, unit has either an internal or external training program 

average, no training program high 

 +  

Agency Procurement Processes, Goods and Works  
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18. Has the agency undertaken foreign assisted procurement of goods or works recently (last 12 

months, or last 36 months)? 

No. 

19. If the above is yes, what were the major challenges? - 

20. Is there a procurement process manual for goods and works? - 

21. If there is a manual is it up to date and does it cover foreign assisted procurement? Yes 

22. Who identifies procurement requirements? Client 

23. Who drafts the specifications? Unit in charge for procurement 

24. Who approves the specification? Director 

25. Are there standard bidding documents in use and have they been approved for use on ADB 

funded projects? 

Yes. 

26. Who drafts the bidding documents? Unit in charge for procurement 

27. Who manages the sale of the document? Secretary,Unit in charge for procurement 

28. How is the price of the bidding document determined? Based on estimations. 

29. Who may purchase the document? The bidders may purchase the document. 

30. Are all queries from bidders replied to in writing? Yes.  

31. Is there a minimum period for preparation of bids and if yes how long? According to laws, regulations 

32. Does the bidding document state the date and time of opening and how close is it to the 

deadline for submission? 

Yes. 

33. Is the opening public? Yes, it is.  

34. Can late bids be accepted? No.  

35. Can bids be rejected at bid opening? No.  

36. Are minutes taken? Yes. 
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37. Who may have a copy of the minutes? Secretary. 

38. Are the minutes free of charge? Yes.  

39. Who undertakes the evaluation (individual(s), permanent committee, ad-hoc committee)? Unit in charge for procurement. 

40. What are the qualifications of the evaluators in respect to procurement and the goods and 

works under evaluation? 

Postgraduate education. 

41. Is the decision of the evaluators final or is the evaluation subject to additional approvals? Director approves the decision. 

42. Are performance securities required for all types of procurement? No 

43. Is the contract used that contained in the bidding document? Yes 

44. Using at least three real examples how long between evaluation completion and contact 

effectiveness? 

Within the timeframe of the valid date of bid. 

Contract is effective by signing the contract by 

parties. 

45. When an advance payment is made is a security required? Yes. 

46. When there is an advance payment what is the period between receipt of advance payment 

security and payment?  

- 

47. Are there a contracts management/expediting unit? No 

48. Does the procurement department have the capacity to provide onsite management of works 

contracts 

Yes. 

49. Are there processes in place for the collection and clearance of cargo through ports of entry? - 

50. Are there established goods receiving procedures? Yes. 

51. Are all goods received recorded as assets or inventory in a register or similar? Yes. 

52. Is the agency/procurement department familiar with letters of credit? Yes. 

53. Does the procurement department register and track warranty and latent defects liability 

periods? 

Yes. It’s registered. 
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54. How long after financial evaluation is the selected firm to negotiate? According to law, regulations.. 

55. Does the RFP outline the basis of negotiations? Yes 

56. What is the usual basis for negotiation? General conditions 

57. Are minutes of negotiation taken and signed? Yes. 

58. How long after negotiations until the contract is signed? After successful negotiations of parties. 

59. Are advance payments made? According to contract terms. 

60. Is an agency counterpart appointed to manage the day to day administration of the contract? - 

61. Is there a process to review outputs? Yes. 

62. Are there mandated time periods for the review of consulting outputs and reports? Yes. 

Agency Procurement Processes, Consulting Services  Response 

63. Has the agency undertaken foreign assisted procurement of consulting services recently (last 

12 months, or last 36 months)? 

No. 

64. If the above is yes what were the major challenges? - 

65. Is there a procurement process manual for consulting services procurement? No.  

66. Is the manual up to date and does it cover foreign assisted projects? Yes. 

67. Who identifies the need for consulting services requirements? - 

68. Who drafts the ToR? - 

69. Does the ToR follow a standard format such as background, tasks, inputs, objectives and 

outputs? 

- 

70. Is there a system in place that estimates time required for completion? - 

71. Is there a system in place to estimate the cost of consulting assignments? - 
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72. Is there a standard request for proposals in use and has it been approved for use on ADB 

projects? 

- 

73. Who prepares the request for proposals? - 

74. At what amount must expressions of interest be advertised? According to law. 

75. Historically what is the most common selection criteria? Capability, price 

76. What criteria is used to evaluate expression of interests? Experience, capability, 

77. Do firms have to pay for the proposal document? Yes. 

78. Do the evaluative criteria follow a pre-determined structure and is it detailed in the RFP? Yes. 

79. Are firms invited to undertake pre-proposal visits? Yes. 

80. Are public pre-proposal meetings held? Yes. 

81. Are minutes prepared and circulated after pre-proposal meetings? Yes. 

82. To who are minutes distributed? Participants 

83. Are all queries from consultants answered to in writing? Yes answered in writing. 

84. Is there a clear deadline for submission stated in the RFP? Yes. 

85. Are late proposals accepted? No. 

86. Are the financial and technical proposals in separate envelopes? No. 

87. Are proposal securities required? No. 

88. Are technical proposals opened in public? Yes. 

89. Do the financial proposals remain sealed until technical evaluation is completed? No. 

90. Are minutes of technical opening distributed? No. 
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91. Who undertakes the evaluation (individual(s), permanent committee, ad-hoc committee)? Procurement unit of the company. 

92. Does the evaluation employ merit points? Yes. 

Records Keeping Risk Assessed as Low Ave. High 

93. Is there a referencing system for procurement files? 

Yes logical alpha numeric numbering system held in a central database (simple word or excel table acceptable) low, yes manual 

system average, no system high 

 +  

94. Are original contracts secured in a fire and theft proof location? 

Yes in fire and theft proof storage low, under lock and key such as metal filing cabinet average, no in simple files in book cases or 

similar high 

 +  

95. Are copies of bids or proposals retained with the evaluation? 

A copy of each bids/proposal retained with evaluation, no or only the winners high 
  + 

96. Are copies of the original advertisements retained with the pre-contract papers? 

Yes low, no high 
+   

97. Is there a single contract file with a copy of the contract and all subsequent contractual correspondence? 

Yes low, no high 
  + 

98. Are copies of invoices included with contract papers? 

Yes low, in a separate file and location but cross referenced to the contract average, no high 
  + 

99. For what period are records kept? 

Seven years or more low, five to seven years average, less than 5 years high 
 +  
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Table 17b.6 -- Khentii Us PUSO -- Procurement Capacity Assessment Questionnaire 

General Agency Resource Assessment Risk Assessed as Low Ave. High 

1. Does the agency have the legal identity to enter into contracts? If the EA has the capacity to enter into contracts state low. 

If it does not its selection as the EA requires reconsideration in consultation with OGC and COSO 
+   

2. Is there a procurement department? 

If yes low, if procurement will be undertaken by an existing PIU average, if no unit or PIU high 
 +  

3. What procurement does it undertake? 

All agency procurement low, just project related average, just administrative high  
+   

4. Are the staff is provided with written job descriptions? 

All low, only senior average, no high 
+   

5. Does the agency’s charter or similar document clearly describe and assign the procurement function, responsibility and 

accountability to the procurement unit? 

Yes low, yes but only partially average, no high 

  + 

6. How many years experience does the head of the procurement unit have in a direct procurement role? 

Of procurement more than 10 years low, more than 5 years average, less than 5 years high 
  + 

7. What are the head of unit’s technical, vocational and academic qualifications? 

Specific graduate procurement qualification low, engineering/technical/managerial qualification average, no qualification or 

unrelated qualification high 

+   

8. On average how many years of direct procurement experience has: 

i. Senior Management 

More than 7 years low, more than 4 years average, less than 4 years high 
  + 
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ii. Professional Staff 

More than 7 years low, more than 4 years average, less than 4 years 
  + 

iii. Support Staff 

More than 3 years low, more than 1 year average, less than 1 year low 
 +  

9. What are the technical, vocational and academic qualifications of staff in the procurement unit? 

iv. Senior Management 

Specific graduate procurement qualification low, engineering/technical/managerial qualification average, no qualification or 

unrelated qualification high 

+   

v. Professional Staff 

Applicable vocational or procurement qualification low, engineering/technical/managerial qualification average, no qualification or 

unrelated qualification high 

+   

vi. Support Staff 

Procurement/engineering/technical/managerial qualification low, high school graduate average, none high,  
+   

10. Are the staff in the unit assigned on a full time permanent basis, seconded or part time? 

I.e. full time unit staff not simply full time EA staff, All full time permanent low, more than 75% full time average, less than 75% high 
+   

11. At what level does the department report (to the head of agency, deputy etc.)? 

Head of the agency low, second most senior level of the agency average, below the second level of the agency high 
 +  

12. Do the staff that will be involved with the procurement have English language skills (bi-lingual/mother tongue, 

working/technical, conversational/basic or limited/none)? 

   

xlv. Head of Unit 

Excellent low, good average, fair or less high 

 
+  
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xlvi. Senior Management 

Excellent low, good average, fair or less high 

 
+  

xlvii. Professional Staff 

Excellent low, good average, fair or less high 

 
+  

xlviii. Support Staff 

Good low, fair average, poor high 

 
+  

13. What is the degree of IT literacy?  

Literacy defined as “Excellent” the use of IT applications and database use (not creation) able to use off the shelf applications to interrogate, 

analyze and report on data. “Good” understands and uses word processing and spread sheet applications effectively.”Fair” Basic word 

processing 

xxxiv. Senior Management 

Good low, fair average, poor high 
 + 

 

xxxv. Professional Staff 

Excellent low, good average, fair or less high 
 + 

 

xxxvi. Support Staff 

Excellent low, good average, fair or less high 
 

+  

14. Is the number and qualifications of the staff sufficient to undertake the additional procurement that will be required under the 

proposed project? 

Yes low, yes but consulting support or training required average, no high 

 +  

15. Does the unit have adequate facilities in terms of  

cxxii. Office accommodation 

Secure and reasonable environment with adequate space low, cramped but acceptable average, insufficient high 
+   
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cxxiii. Sufficient PCs number, and software licensing capacity  

All staff provided with direct access to current model PCs with required licensed applications low, limited access to current model 

PCs with licensed software average, limited access to obsolete PCs and unlicensed software high. PCs 

+   

cxxiv. Furniture 

Good low, adequate average, poor low 
+   

cxxv. Printing and reproduction 

Sufficient dedicated printing and reproduction equipment to produce bidding documents and reports low, limited or shared facilities 

average, insufficient facilities high.  

+   

cxxvi. Aircon/Heating 

Suitable for the local climatic conditions low, low power or availability average, none high 
 +  

cxxvii. Local and IDD phones 

Access for head of unit, senior and professional staff IDD and all local low, only head of unit and senior staff IDD, all local average, 

less than IDD senior staff and all IDD high 

  + 

cxxviii. Power and back up 

Sufficient for loading with voltage and surge/spike protection low, sufficient for loading but no voltage surge/spike protection 

average, insufficient or unsafe high 

+   

cxxix. Physical office security 

Controlled access to all procurement offices and 24 hour security low, controlled access but no 24 hour security average, open 

access and not 24 hour security high 

+   

cxxx. Secure storage (for contracts and bidding documents) 

Fire, theft and tamper proof storage for bidding documents, securities and contracts low, theft and tamperproof storage average, 

less than high 

 +  
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Agency Procurement Processes, Goods and Works  

18. Has the agency undertaken foreign assisted procurement of goods or works recently (last 12 

months, or last 36 months)? 

Yes. 

19. If the above is yes, what were the major challenges? Yes, There were challenges in participating in 

tenders through internet. 

20. Is there a procurement process manual for goods and works? Yes, there is.  

21. If there is a manual is it up to date and does it cover foreign assisted procurement? No.  

22. Who identifies procurement requirements? Client and Evaluation committee 

23. Who drafts the specifications? Client and Evaluation committee 

24. Who approves the specification? The Aimag Governor. 

25. Are there standard bidding documents in use and have they been approved for use on ADB 

funded projects? 

Yes. 

cxxxi. Access to transport 

Sufficient project vehicles or transport budget for transport in execution of official duties low, shared but limited resources or 

transport budget average, no access to transport high 

 +  

cxxxii. Office consumables 

Unit stocked with adequate office consumables and able to replenish easily low, sufficient stock but reordering complicated or 

lengthy average, no high 

+   

16. Is the unit authorized to make administrative purchases and payments (for office supplies, national travel etc)? 

Unit can purchase supplies and consumables when required, approve and finance project travel etc. low, unit can requisition same 

but requires external approval average, not in the unit’s control high 

 +  

17. Is there a procurement training program? 

Unit has a comprehensive internal and external training program low, unit has either an internal or external training program 

average, no training program high 

 +  
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26. Who drafts the bidding documents? Client, Evaluation Committee drafts the bidding 

documents. 

27. Who manages the sale of the document? The Procurement Department manage the sale of 

the document. 

28. How is the price of the bidding document determined? According to law and regulations for procuring 

goods and services. 

29. Who may purchase the document? The bidders may purchase the document. 

30. Are all queries from bidders replied to in writing? Yes.  

31. Is there a minimum period for preparation of bids and if yes how long? According to the Law, regulations. 

32. Does the bidding document state the date and time of opening and how close is it to the 

deadline for submission? 

It is submitted according to the date stated in the 

bidding document.  

33. Is the opening public? Yes, it is.  

34. Can late bids be accepted? No, they can’t.  

35. Can bids be rejected at bid opening? No, they can’t.  

36. Are minutes taken? Yes, they are. 

37. Who may have a copy of the minutes? Client, Evaluation Committee has a copy of the 

minutes.  

38. Are the minutes free of charge? Yes, they are.  

39. Who undertakes the evaluation (individual(s), permanent committee, ad-hoc committee)? Evaluation committee.   

40. What are the qualifications of the evaluators in respect to procurement and the goods and 

works under evaluation? 

Above Graduate education.  

41. Is the decision of the evaluators final or is the evaluation subject to additional approvals? Decision of Evaluation committee members is 

Final. 

42. Are performance securities required for all types of procurement? Yes 
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43. Is the contract used that contained in the bidding document? Yes, it is in the bidding document.  

44. Using at least three real examples how long between evaluation completion and contact 

effectiveness? 

All tenders are organized within the framework of 

laws and regulations. 

45. When an advance payment is made is a security required? Yes, it is required. 

46. When there is an advance payment what is the period between receipt of advance payment 

security and payment?  

- 

47. Are there a contracts management/expediting unit? No, there aren’t. 

48. Does the procurement department have the capacity to provide onsite management of works 

contracts 

Yes.  

49. Are there processes in place for the collection and clearance of cargo through ports of entry? Yes. 

50. Are there established goods receiving procedures? Yes. 

51. Are all goods received recorded as assets or inventory in a register or similar? Yes.  

52. Is the agency/procurement department familiar with letters of credit? - 

53. Does the procurement department register and track warranty and latent defects liability 

periods? 

- 

54. How long after financial evaluation is the selected firm to negotiate? Organized according to law and regulations. 

55. Does the RFP outline the basis of negotiations? No. 

56. What is the usual basis for negotiation? General condition of contract.  

57. Are minutes of negotiation taken and signed? No. 

58. How long after negotiations until the contract is signed? According to law and regulations. 

59. Are advance payments made? No. 

60. Is an agency counterpart appointed to manage the day to day administration of the contract? Yes. 

61. Is there a process to review outputs? Yes, there is.  
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62. Are there mandated time periods for the review of consulting outputs and reports? Yes, there are. 

Agency Procurement Processes, Consulting Services  Response 

63. Has the agency undertaken foreign assisted procurement of consulting services recently (last 

12 months, or last 36 months)? 

No, we haven’t. 

64. If the above is yes what were the major challenges? - 

65. Is there a procurement process manual for consulting services procurement? No.  

66. Is the manual up to date and does it cover foreign assisted projects? - 

67. Who identifies the need for consulting services requirements? - 

68. Who drafts the ToR? - 

69. Does the ToR follow a standard format such as background, tasks, inputs, objectives and 

outputs? 

- 

70. Is there a system in place that estimates time required for completion? - 

71. Is there a system in place to estimate the cost of consulting assignments? Yes, there is.  

72. Is there a standard request for proposals in use and has it been approved for use on ADB 

projects? 

- 

73. Who prepares the request for proposals? - 

74. At what amount must expressions of interest be advertised?  Above 80.000.000 MNT 

75. Historically what is the most common selection criteria? Licenses, Technical and financial capacity 

76. What criteria is used to evaluate expression of interests? Licenses, Technical and financial capacity 

77. Do firms have to pay for the proposal document? No. 

78. Do the evaluative criteria follow a pre-determined structure and is it detailed in the RFP? No. 
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79. Are firms invited to undertake pre-proposal visits? Yes. 

80. Are public pre-proposal meetings held? No, they aren’t. 

81. Are minutes prepared and circulated after pre-proposal meetings? No, they aren’t. 

82. To who are minutes distributed? - 

83. Are all queries from consultants answered to in writing? Yes, they are. 

84. Is there a clear deadline for submission stated in the RFP? Yes, there is.  

85. Are late proposals accepted? No, they aren’t. 

86. Are the financial and technical proposals in separate envelopes? Yes, they are.  

87. Are proposal securities required? Yes, they are. 

88. Are technical proposals opened in public? Yes, they are.  

89. Do the financial proposals remain sealed until technical evaluation is completed? No. 

90. Are minutes of technical opening distributed? Yes, they are.  

91. Who undertakes the evaluation (individual(s), permanent committee, ad-hoc committee)? Ad-hoc Commitee 

92. Does the evaluation employ merit points? No.  

Records Keeping Risk Assessed as Low Ave. High 

93. Is there a referencing system for procurement files? 

Yes logical alpha numeric numbering system held in a central database (simple word or excel table acceptable) low, yes manual 

system average, no system high 

 +  

94. Are original contracts secured in a fire and theft proof location? 

Yes in fire and theft proof storage low, under lock and key such as metal filing cabinet average, no in simple files in book cases or 

similar high 

 +  

95. Are copies of bids or proposals retained with the evaluation? +   
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A copy of each bids/proposal retained with evaluation, no or only the winners high 

96. Are copies of the original advertisements retained with the pre-contract papers? 

Yes low, no high 
+   

97. Is there a single contract file with a copy of the contract and all subsequent contractual correspondence? 

Yes low, no high 
  + 

98. Are copies of invoices included with contract papers? 

Yes low, in a separate file and location but cross referenced to the contract average, no high 
+   

99. For what period are records kept? 

Seven years or more low, five to seven years average, less than 5 years high 
+   

 


